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Buy Your 1949-50 A.S.B. Membership Now ! ! !
Graduate Manager 13ill Felse recently announced that tickets for
the long-awaited Santa Clara-SJ
SC football game Sept. 24 may be
purchased Aug. 15 with the ASB
cards for $1. IStudenp may at ’tend the University of Mexico and
Stanford games on their 1948-49
Student Body cards.).
,

1

Saving Cited
The /Santa Clara-SJSC tickets
and ASB cards will be sent out un
a first -come, first -served basis, according to Felse. Thist.will he the
first game with the Broncos since
1937, and the opportunity to see
it at a saving of $2 is one that
should not be missed," the graduate manager said. Non-ASB members will be charged $3, he e
plained.
Mr. Felse asserted that the say-

The two gentlemen pictured
above assert that they know a
good deal when tiles are one.
Obviously they agree that the
n ew ASB cards and the Santa
Ciara-SISC tickets they are examining are -good deals." ASB
President Don Schaeffer, seated
at the left, holds some of the
new Student Body cards, while
G retina te Manager Rill Febee
shows him the ducats for the
Bronco-Spartan grid battle.

lug on the Bronco game la only an
example of "dozens of similar opportunities to save that will arise
throughout the season." He compared the $1:1 price at which the
new cards sell with the "at least
Mil north of services and entertainment that ASB membership
embodies.

"It %’ill be most convenient.
!both for us and for the students,"
he declared, "if they purchase
their cards and tickets now and
! let us send them by math"
,
Cashier’s or personal checks,
’ and money orders will be accepted. They should be made out to
’ the Graduate Manager, San Jose
State college.

"Last year ASB membership
was 92 per cent. By virtue of the
benefits derived, we have good
reason to expect a 100 per cent
participation -this year," he said.

Priced Quoted
Price of the card, put-chasers
are reminded, is $15. If a ticket
for the Santa Clara game is desired, the price will be $16 if the
ticket is picked up at the office
and $16.10 if it is mailed. The
extra dime is to cover mailing
and insurance costs.
Tickets for veterans will be
$3.10. However, $2 of this amount
will be refunded when fall registration is completed.

Avallakhe August 15
Mr. Felse explained, that the
, new ASB cards and the Bronco
game tickets may be sent out to
iwirchasers by mail, or may be
ticked up at the Graduate Manager’s office, room 16, on or after
Aug.’ 15.
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Bear Up, Spartans;
Only 8 More Days

"Gettin’ warmer ’n’ warmer,"
complained Sam Spartan, mopping his brow for the umpteenth
time. "Yeh, sure is," agreed Mr.
U. P. Weatherman. "Think it’ll
snow this week?" Sam asked.
"Are you kidding?" snorted the
Weather Prophet. Which means
Number 154 -"clear and continued warm today; lower humidity."

Council Approves New Editor
Social Affairs Holds
Final Student Union
Shindig Tomorrow
Tomorrow night in the Student
Union. the Social Affairs committee will present their last midweek dance of the quarter, according to Pat Gardiner, chairman.
The dances began as an experiment to see whether the student
body would enjoy this type of a
dance. Because it was received so
1avorab137,-ftiki-itiore were
uled for this quarter. Wednesday
night’s dance will conclude these
dances for the school year.
Dancing in the DOGE will be
from 8:1111 to 1044. Jost long enough for a good time without interfering with pre-finals study.
Music will be "off the record,"
and ASB cards will be the admittance
Drop by after library study for
a couple of dances and some relaxation.

Caps, Gowns Ready
caps and
Student and faculty ca
gowns will be in the Spartan
Book store Wednesday afternoon, Thursday. and Friday.
Please ’bring ticket stubs and
pick up caps and gowns as soon
as possible.

End-Quarter Examination Schedule

Moa., Julie VI; Classes meeting at: Wed., June 12; Climatit meeting at:
7:30-’9:10
7:30 MWF or Daily 730- 9:10
8:30 MVP or Daily
By FRANK BROWN
9:20-11:00
9:30 TTh
9:20-11:00 .10:30 11’h
In
the
final
regular
meeting of the quarter, the Student Council
11:10-12:50 11:30 MWF or Daily 11:10-1230 12:30 IMF or Daily
yesterday approved the selection of George Lajeunesse as Spartan
1:40- 3:20
130 TTh
1:40- 3:20
2:30 TTh
3:30- 5:10
330 MWF or Daily 3:30- 5:10
4:30 MWF or Daily Daily editor and Bob Kavet as business manager for fall quarter.
Both students were approved upon recommendation of Mr.
Tues.., June II
Than., Julie 23
Dwight
Bente’, Journalism department head.
7:30- 9:10
7:30 TTh
8:30
TTh
7:10- 9:10
9:20-1100
0:30 MWF or Daily 9:20-11:00 10:30 MWF or Daily
ASB President Don Schaeffer I costume ball held at the Civic
11,:1042:40. 31219,,TTPI.
14.32-3250_ 1230 121
gave a preliminary report. on find-I auditorium. Dr. Gregory pointed
Al! UAW Az. AY, Az 1:410- 3:20
2:30 IMF or billy
t 011it. the college had an -scrtatr
1,1107 230
ings of the Spardi Gras investiga240- 4:20
1:30-1111WF or Daily 3:30- 5:10
9:30 7Th
l of this sort many years ago.
tion committee. The committee
400- 6:10
3:30 Trh
Constitutions Approved
Any class meeting -at 530 or later in the evening %ill meet finals blamed drinking, both on and off
The
constitutions of three camcampus,
as
the
chief
source
of
week at the usual time, and have the final at that time.
-orga niza t ions seeking Counmiuble-at-the-te-tilit
celebratioæ.
.
Classei
Tour times a week-are consIdertid as
cil approval were passed. The. orthis schedule.
Schaeffer stated that the MN ganizations were Sigma Pi, SparAny 1 1,’2 or 2 period class is to be examined according to the may or may not be permanent. ’tan Shield and International Stu first hour of meeting, and the examination is limited to len minutes. Among recommendations by the dents Organization.
Any student who, by this schedule, would have four or five exam- committee were stringent and
In following top investigation of
inations in one day may petition the Examination Committee for a binding laws against drinking. The the health plan introduced last
change of schedule.
committee will also ask for Stu- ’week, President Schaeffer set FriThe 1948-49 graduating seniors who participate in the commence- dent Court power to review cases day as the date to inspect the
; Doctors Hospital. Member* of the
ment exercises are exempt from finals.
against students arrested by local I council will accompany Schaeffer
No examinations, except make-ups for individual students, are to autkerities. -------------------------as informal tome- ot-ibe---bes.
be given during the calendar week preceding first day of the schedule,
Corresponding secretary Marge pital.
Any variations from these rules must be approved by committee Weaver read a letter from Dr. A.
The council approved $125 to
action. Petition blanks may be obtained in Room 120A. Petitions B. Gregory, head of the language send three members of the studmust be filed with the committee chairman at least four days be- department; suggesting that Spar- ent body to Camp Minawanca,
fore the proposed change.
di Gras be replaced by a masked Wisconsin, for two weeks of intensive leadership training. The camp
selection’ committee named Marian Swapson, Joan Hale and Bob
Madson.

Oppenheimer Defends Lilienthal

By Fred Mullen
UP Staff Correspondent
WASHINGTON, June 13 (UP/ Dr. J. Robert Oppenheimer testified today that postwar production of new and better bombs by
the Atomic. Energy commission
has been "far better than I
thought it would be."
Oppenheimer, who directed the
,_Los Alamos IN M.), A-bomll Laborate**, during( the war when it
was under Army control, testified
PHILADELPHIA, -June 13 before the House-Senate Atomic
(UP). -John L. Lewis opened Energy committee.
the second phase of his coal neCommittee Improves Research
gotiations today by sitting down
He said that in 1947 when the
with representatives %f the U. S. civilian commission headed by DaSteel Corp., for contract talks vid Lilienthal took over from the
covering captive bituminous mines. Army, atomic bomb research was
virtually stagnant. But, under the
The meeting got underway as
fair, considerate administration of
the 450 thousand United Mine the civilian commission and its
workers started a one-week work
Chairman, the .1.08 Alamos scienstoppage ordered by Lewis to
tists, he said, have gone forward
The
industry,
coal
the
"stabilize"
with courage and "full steam."
enitre bituminous and’ anthrocite
The House-Senate committee is
fields were closed down.
Inreatigating mismanagement
The session was the first under- charges lodged against Lilienthal
taken by Lewis in the captive- by See. Bourke B. flickenlooper,
Committee Chairman
Iowa.
mine field. He previously hail
started negotiations. with the Brien McMahon, 0., (’onn., asked
Southern Coal Producers associa- Oppenheimer if he was satisfied
tion. These talks will be resumzi with bomb production under 1.11lenthal.
tomorrow at Bluefield. W. Va.

J. L. Lewis Resumes
Coal Negotiations

Lajeunesse Heads Fall Daily Staff
Kaye Named Business Manager

"It’s my, business not to be, but
am," Oppenheimer replied. "It’s
far better than I thought it would
be."
Oppenheimer, who heads the
atomic commission’s General Advisory committee, testified that:
1. The commission under Lilienthal hieltlade ’steady Petintrese"
with a "sane forward-looking nrograM" ’And "the job is in 6od
shape."

I

HighFlying Mom
Now ’Doing Fine’
Long Beach. Cal., June 13.
Mrs. Jean Fish, 24, and the seven -pound boy she gave birth to
in a plane over Los Angeles were
reported in excellent condition
today by Long Beach Naval hospital.
The young mother, wife ofS.Sgt. Barney of Muroc Air Force
base in Calif., was attended in
the aerial birth yesterday by Lt.
Mary R. Foster, an Army nurse.
The boy was the couple’s fourth
child.
The plane was flying at 6,000
feet when the baby arrived,

2. The natiop’s security has
been protected and increased.
There "certainly has not" been
any violation of the law’s injunction against putting oqt any information that would help another nation make atomic bombs.
Experts Can’t Hurt U.S.
3. The commission’s program of
exporting radioactive research ma.
terials can’t hurt the United
Stales/or help Russia.
4. Commission relations with
the military are good.
5. The commissiott has transferred the Los Alamos laboratory
from an "insecure and hesitating"
place to a "vigorous, forward -looking establishment."
6. The loss of a small amount
of uranium from thecommission’s
Argonne National laboratory near
Chicago last winter "doesn’t seem
decisive"-even If it had got into
a foreign country’s hands.
Under Hickenfooper’s insistent
questioning, he minimized importance of the uranium loss at Argonne.
If it got into’anot her country’s
hands, "I would want to know
what country had it," he said, but
added, "I don’t think it would be a
decisive factor."

Other San Jose State students
1who will attend the camp are Ron
La Mar, Marjorie Foster, Bruce
McNeil, Jeff Brewster and Marsh
Pitman. Book Exchange Continued
A contract between Alpha Phi
Omega and the *Student Council
was sena back to the organization
for revis_
lroi. The Contract applies
to the Alpha Phi Omega Book exchange which’ will be continued
next year.
The council left the-position of
student body representative to the
Junior Chamber of Commerce open for one week pending application by interested students.

AAUP In Confab
The American association of
_University Professors will meet
Thursday at 12:30 in room H27,
according to Dr. Harrison F.
Heath; President:
The group will continue a discussion of a new chapter constitution.

Dep’t.
Beseiged
Science
Show Goes On,Despite Faint
Public
Info
Editorial

Besides presenting a bang-up rendition of "Hiawatha’s Wedding
Feast," Mr. E. A. Thormodsgaard and his choral ensemble put on a
trouper’s demonstration of showmanship that did them highest credit,
last Sunday afternoon in the Morril Dailey.
In the middle of a difficult passage one of the tenors succumbed
to heat, sustained effort, and, possibly, nervousnds, and fainted dead
away. The music went on without a ripple while three fellow choristers bore the prostrate tenor out the back way.
To the audience if may have seemed a bit comical, but to Mr.
Thormodsgaard it must have been nothing short of catastrophic. His
handling of the situation bore excellent testimony to the training he
has given the ensemble and to his own intestinal fortitude.
Incidentally, it is a shame there were not more people present
to hear the music. It was beautifully done.

Freedom of Press---ala Pravda Style
There has been some comment
from the Soviet press critizing the
"capital- controlled press.". We offer the following excerpts from a
p release by the National Committee rommunisty Party of the U.S.
A. to illustrate an example of real
news slanting.
"Because John Gates refused to
act as STOOLPIGEON, Judge
Harold R. Medina Friday sentenced him to thirty days in jail. Because Henry Winston and Gus
Hall protested this OUTRAGE.
they were sentenced to jail for
the duration of their trial.
"This VINDICTIVE and UNPRECEDENTED action against
defendants presumed to be innocent resulted from a definite provocation. Its purpose is to DENY
all eleven Communist defendants
any OPPORTUNITY TO PRE-

SENT their CASE: to bring the
trial to a QUICK END, and to secure a FRAME-UP CONVICTION
at all cost
"It is clear that FASCIST REACTION is hell-bent to speed up
its drive to outlaw the Communist
party, in order to intensify its ATTACKS on labor, the Negro people, and the growing peace movement.
"To this HITLER -LIKE end, the
prosecution and judge used the
typical NAZI METHODS of DEMORALIZATION AND INTIMIDATION. John Gates, Henry Winston and Gus Hall- -all World War
II veterans, -showed that they are
made of the same stuff as the
countless anti -fascists who refused to hecome the accomplices of
their NAZI PERSECUTORS."

Annual Senior Banquet
To Be Appetizing Affair

Public relations may be the job;
of one department so named at
San Jose State, but it is also one
of the interesting sidelines of the
Natural Science department.
A file of over 250 requests for
information, identification, a n d
observation has been kept ,by Dr.
Carl Duncan, acting department
head since the beginning of fall
quarter, 1948. The requests run
from inquiries about the species
of an insect to proper methods
of analyzing the amount of fat
in hamburger.
Stop That Ron
tine regitest, received from a
woman living in Santa Cruz runs
something like this:
."I have been told you might
know the answer to my question:
WW1 the ordinary house ant (not
termites) eat holes in nylon and
sUk hose? This argument luso
been advanced by a local department store to explain naexpected
runs and holes in new hose. Although the store reluctantly refunded my money, they advised
me hereafter to seal my stockings
in mason jars, a precaution I do
not like to take unnecessarily."
In reply to this appeal for subjugated womanhood, Dr. Duncan
composed a masterpiece of writing which included such names as
Gryllus assimilis and hepisima
.saccharina 1cricket and silverfish,
respectively) to inform the distraught woman that ants will not
eat holes in her hose, and "canning" said stockings would probably be an inconvenient waste Of
time.
In October, 1948, when the San
Jose area was covered with gossi-

Helen Westerberg

Two Men In A Tub
Get Alcatraz Rub
(UP)
SAN FRANCISCO.
_Alcatraz island served notice recently it doesn’t recognize visitors’ day on its beach.
Mel Harvey and his crewmen,
Jack Gazzola, were forced to land
their atarboat, Ah-Me-Go, there
recently when it sprung a leak
during a race.
The Ah-Me-Go was rammed by
the Banshee, skippered by Lon
Ralston, and began to ship water
through a large hole in the hull.
Harvey and Gazzola stuffed a
sweater into the hole as their
boat drifted toward...Alcatraz.
With no alternative, they landed the boat on the shore and
hopped out. Immediately, a sternfaced guard with a loaded ehotgun appeared and announced they
were unwelcome. The guard promlord to call the -coast gtuard.
Harvey and Gazzola found a
piece of draftwood with a couple
of rusty nails attached which they
uaed as a temporary patch. A
coast guard boat appeared shortly
after and towed them to San
Francisco.

540-Mile Track
GRAND CANYON, Ariz.- (UP)
- A groug.of five Californians attempting the first downstream attempt ever made in a motorboat
on the Colorado RiVer through the
Grand Canyon, were on the second
leg of the 540-mile journey.
The party started from Lee’s
Ferry late Saturday and camped
at Soap Creek, Al miles downstream, after ,snecesafnliy negotiating Dodger Creek, pip’, the,
five plan to reach
AnAanch
on the floor of the Grand Cruij,on,
87 miles below Lie’s Ferry, this
afternoon.

mar webs from dnfting spiders,
Duncan received letters requesting information about the silky
fliers from many individuals as
well as the local newspapers.
Another, completi-yy different
subject was broached by a San
Jose High school student who
asked Dr. Duncan for an appoint;
rnent in order to discuss Hypnosis
with him. It seems that the doctor’s reputation as a hypnotist
had spread outside the college
circle. A notation on the top of
the letter reads, "Did not succeed
in getting together."
.. A local fruit products copipany
contacted the department in relation to a problem of utilization of

Mac Calls Russ Note Long
Propaganda,
ose to Fantastic Mark

By PAUL DAVIS
Following fast on the heels of two outdoor senior fiestas will be
the traditional class banquet scheduled this year for June 23 at the
Scottish kite temple. The banquet will be held the evening preceeding a
Commencement, and will be attended by about 600 seniors, faculty
and guests. The brains behind the smooth operation of this event is;
Helen Westerberg, a dark haired
member of the class of ’49, who
came to State after two years at
Mann
She has quite a background for
organizing things, having been
president of her sorority, Sigma
Kappa, and treasurer of the senior
class last autumn And winter. Miss
Westerberg is an art major and
will be employed in the Graduate
Manager’s office next fall as a
receptionist.
Miss Westerberg and her assistants have It planned that those attending will sit down about 6:30
that evening to choose between
turkey and prime ribs as the piece
de resistance. This will be backed
up by a green salad and soup plus
other nourishing foods. Caterer is
Buchanan’s of San Jose. Table decorations will consist of candles
and mixed flowers.
During the dinner, gavels will
he presented to all past senior
presidents, and class keys will be
given to those seniors who were
active on class councils while in
college. George Link, senior clam
president, who is in charge of the
program, has selected Bill Logan
to be toastmaster for the evening.
Faculty members who will be
present include Dr. MacQuarrie,
Dr. McCallum, Glenn "Tiny" Hartranft, Dean Helen Dimmick, Dr.
Rhodes, and Mr. Pisano.
Those who served on Miss West es-berg’s committee were Clarice
Mariorie Plumb, Rocky
Voss,
Stone, Winirred Dias, Doral Morgan, Ginny Luke, Jane Potter. Jeff
Brewster, Adeline Clark, Pat Cribari and Leah Keller.

DR. CARL DUNCAN

TOKYO.----(UP)Gen. Douglas
MacArthur said yesterday in formai statement that Russia was an
"ineitor of disorder and violence
in an otherwise orderly Japanese
society."
His blunt statement was delivered to Lt. Gen Kuzma Derevyanko, Soviet member of the allied
council for Japan who had
charged in a note to MacArthur
that Japanese police had suppressed trade union demonstrations &ring May.
Sans-Dontoarasy - Derevyanko also accused the
Japanese police and government
officials of trying to take Japan
off the Democratic path and said
occupation officials ignored the
’’illegal actions."
Replying by letter, MacArthur
said:
"For the Soviets to speak of
’Democratic rights’ . . . is enough
to challenge the late lamented
Robert (Believe-It -Or-Not) Ripley
at his imagination’s best
Hew Can They Know
He said the Soviet note was
replete with "inaccuracies and
misrepresentations of fact." He
added that Japanese labor had
"rights and liberties and safeguards largely unknown to the
people of the Soviet Union," who
have seen ’ruthless suppression
of individual liberty and personal
dignity."
The supreme commander said
the Derevyanko note was intended
as a smoke screen to hide the "Soviets’ unconscionable
failure to
abide by requirements of international law and thetr specific Potsdam commitments in the return of
over 400,000 Japanese citizens,
long held in bondage, to their
homeland."
No Normal Decency
"This failure to meet international commitments and maintain
normal standards of human decency in the disposition of captives
finds little parallel in the history
of modern civilization," MacArthur said.
- They so "outrage moral semitAlitles" that "even the Japanese
communists have been moved to
register bitter and indignant protests," he added.

pulp waste. Tlfeir chemist had
nutintained that he had increased
the nitrogen content of this material from I% to 8’;’, in seven
days by the titUttation of bacteria
and had refused to divulge his
thodl so had ’been discharged,
ths. notrogon content (as NON)
the.’matertal’Is awl061eVe
stelitlitter.
A short, snappy letter from -a
,San Francisco man asks:
"PIT.* send me some of your
arguments both for and agaitsit
he Evolutibp.’Theory in regard
to mankftWand the Biblical account."
onto- Vp And Sc Me
Dr. Duncan- again rose to the
situation by diplomatically asking
the questioner to come to the college and talk personalty, by sending him a list of reference books
pertaining to the subject, and informing him that ,"As to the controversy over the Biblical account
of creation versus the scientists’
concept of an orderly development
through evolutionary processes,
we are not concerned at the college. Our province is the scientific one."
One notation on scratch paper
reads:
"A boy from the Lowell school,
Jim Arroyo. brought in for identification and to give to the science
department a recently emerged
Cecropia moth. It was livingand
still exercising its wings. It probably had not yet flown.
"Jim knew that his name meant
"creek’ and when I said I didn’t
know what my name. Dungan,
meant, he replied,. ’That’s the
name of a Yo-Yo.’"

List of Disasters
Home Econ History
By PEGGY MAJOR

The forty years which have elapsed since the beginning of Home
Economics at San Jose State college have brought many changes to
the department. In 1911 when the department began operations at
the Normal school, the "Domestic Arts or Science" classes, as they
were called earlier, were housed in the main building of the college.
When the earthquake destroyed
this building, the department was
moved into the temporary buildings, or "shacks" as they more
conlmonly were known as, with
the Industrial Arts department.
But the college seemed to breed
had luck, for soon afterwards, fire
destroyed the ’shacks", and once
more the Home Economics family
was forced to move. The building
which is now used by the corn-,
merce department was the new
residence assigned the department.
These cramped quarters were supplemented by a house on South
Fifth street, which served the purpose until the new and present
Home Economics building was finished in 1923.
Everybody Took Econ
The early Home Economics
classes were taught by two teachers and one assistant. These were
the days when only 900 students
roamed the campus. However, only teaching candidates were on the
college grounds at this time, and
a course in Home Economics was
a requirement for every prospective teacher.
Before specialization in the field
of education set in, teachers had
to take foods or clothing in order
to get their degrees to teach in
the elementary schools.
The staff has enlarged until today the list covers 11 instructors
and one office clerk. The courses
taught by the department grew in
relation with the increased faculty. Today the subjects offered in
Home Economics include such
courses as Buying, Child Development, Family Relations, Nutrition
and a new treatment of the beginning classes in food and clothing.
Title Changed
The beginning name of the department was Domestic Arts or
Domestic Sciasice. This was later
changed to Household Arts, and is
now known as Home Economics or
Homemaking. Degrees were first
granted in 1923 by the Home Economics department.
Miss Maude Murohie, who later

became the State Chief of Homemaking Education in California,
was the first head of the department. She was followed by Miss
Charlotte Morton who was the
department head in charge of the
plans for the present building.
In 1926 Miss Helen Mignon was
awarded the position as department head, which she held until
1934. Miss Mignon is the oldest
member on the Home Ec faculty
today.
Various Objective,’
Colleges allowed students to
have various objectives, only one
being teacher training. Some became interested in institutional
management, dietitian’s training,
nursery school procedures, business careers, and so forth. These
have developed ’greatly.
New methods of procedure has..
been provoked by depressed enrollments in schools over periods of
time. In this college during such a
period, Home Economics and Industrial Arts were emphasized.
The fourth head of the Home
Economics department is Dr. Margaret Jones, who took the office
in 1934, which she still holds. Upon a request from Dr. Jones, Delta
Nu Theta, women’s honorary home
economics group, is preparing a
history of he department which
will trace the progress made in
the field of Home Economics at
San Jose State college.

Experience is the looking glass
of the intellect.
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Charlene Wilson
Is,NevrPresident
Pounde Square Of
Kappa Phi Club
Miss Charlene Wilson will serve

ChiOrnegaHonorsMissLuke,
Other Seniors At Breakfast
Members of CWOmega sorority honored their graduating seniors Sunday at a breakfast at Rickey’s studio club in Palo Alto when
recognition pins were presented to the graduates.
Virginia Luke, retiring president, was presented with a cup honoring her es the most outstanding senior. Toasts were given by Shirley van Maren, Alyce Leonard, and Janice Cattermole. Chapter
president Betty Lou Taylor was
toastmistress.
Miss Taylor will represent the
Iota Delta chapter at the national
Chi Omega conference in Evergreen, Colo., this month.
Entertainment included a skit
by pledges, the reading of the senior will, and an address by Mrs.
G. A. McCallum.
Committee for the breakfast ineluded Frances Van Hof, Diane
Tehan, Betty Shauer, Barbara
MacKenzie, Marilyn Holmes, and
Betty Lou Taylor.

19 Local Thetas
To Attend Confab
At Pebble Beach
Gamma Xi chapter of Kappa
Alpha Theta sorority at San Jose
State college .will be represented
at the organization’s biennial conference by Lois Garibaldi! Pat
Ralston, Jean Lockwood, Carol
Seibold, Betty Cicerone, Priscilla
Arrowood, and Joanne White.
The conference will be held at
Del Monte lodge in Pebble Beach,
June 27-29.
Other’ representatives of the local Thetas will .include Jean Jorgensen, Helen Chandler, Ann MyTen, Janice Fuller, Barbara Curry,
Jackie Norton, Shirley Smart,
Nancy Rundle, La Verne Kneeshaw, Georgia Bullock, Patricia
Tunic* and Patricia Alexander.

Pratt Hall Rites
To Unite Spartans
A marriage service to be conducted in Pratt hall will unite
Miss Alice Joy Golder and Joseph
Bernard Hornbaker Jr., Saturday,
June 25.
Dr. J. -Wesley Farr will read
the double ring, candlelight cere- - mony a4-2 pan.
The popular Spartan couple will
be attended by Matron of Honor
Mrs. William Miller, the bride’s
sister, and Best Man Robert Horn baker, brother of the bridegroom.
Bridesmaids will include the
Misses Biddie Aulgur, and Betty
Small. Miss Susan Lee Stone will
be flower girl.
Ushers will be Lee Dugan and
Keith Medeiros, Theta Chi fraternity brothers of the bridegroom.
Don Perry, also of Theta Chi,
will be the vocal soloist, accompanied by Miss Phillis Zemer at
the organ.
The bride’s father, Albert Golder, will give her away.
Miss Golder is to wear a white
slipper satin gown styled with long
sleeves and an off the shoulder
neckline trimmed with lace. The
lace is. continued in two panels
down the front of the skirt which
has a fitted waistline. Her fingertip veil will.be held in place by
a crown.
The matron of honor will wear
a coral pink satin gown, and will
carry a fan of blue flowers with
matching ialossoms in her hair.
Bridesmaids will wear ice blue
satin formal, carrying pink fans
with pink flowers in their hair.
Their gowns will be..styled with
princess lines, shirrerd at the hip
line into a flaring skirt. The bridal
attendants and the flower girl,
who will wear a write dress, will
don long glbves, corresponding
with the color of their respective
gowns.
Miss Golder is a senior journalism major from Cincinnati. She
was president of Pratt hall during
the 1947-48 school year.

as president of Kappa Phi for the
coming term.
Miss Wilson was chosen during
recent elections of the national
Methodist women’s organization.
Other officers include:
Donna @doter, vice-president;
Eva Pickett, recording secretary;
corresponding secretary; treasurer, Eleanor Davis,. chaplain Leverta Raley; historian, Dorothy
Alexander; program, Twila Walker; social chairman, Margaret
Larsen;. publicity, ?Dolores Kolb;
music,Helen Kimzey; invitations,
Lois-Rogers; and art, Jean Rulofson.
The Kappa,Phis will hold their
annual seniof farewell at Elliot’s
Red Coach Inn, Saturday, June 18.
Graduating seniors will receive
the degree of the rose, final degree given by the organization, at
the luncheon.

A

n

Honors Its Graduates
At Annual Senior Breakfast
Thirteen graduating seniors of AOPi were honored Sunday at
the annual senior breakfast. Members to be graduated this June
are Shirley. Anthony, Marilynn Bacon, Carol Baumgartner, Mabel De
Smet, Sylvia Kriege, Gloria Lambert, Letitia Kendall, Gayle Maphet,
Teresa O’Donnell, Joann Rogers, Grace Rowan, Martha Wagner,

Newly-wed Drews
To Make Home
In San Francisco

and Pat Walsh.
During breakfast the pledge
class of 1949 presented a silver
tray to the chapter and a silver
bracelet to each member.
Saturday the seniors attended
an afternoon swimming party given by Mrs. Leroy Dixon at her
Hillsborough home.
Another activity was the first
annual
father-daughter
dinner
held at the sorority house recently. Highlight of the evening was
the initiation of the fathers as AO-Pop-Pi’s.
Jeanne Durrell, social chairman,
was general chairman for the evening. Members of her committee
were Jane Brady, Andrea and Sylvia Kriege, Lynn Hutton and Joan
Parker.

Following a wedding trip to Mexico, the new Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Drew will make their. home in
San Francisco.
The young couple were married
recently in the Whittier Methodist church, when the ttev. W. W.
Kaler officiated at a double-ring
ceremony.
The bride, the former Ruth Marie Wileman, wore a white organMiss Gayle Quinn and Miss
dy gown trimmed with insets of
Shirley Anthony were protented
chantilly lace. A lace halo held in
with honorary memberships in the
place her three-quarter length
American Association of Universveil.
She carried a bouquet of
ity Women Saturday. The awards
white orchids with white andlpink
were made by the recent graduroses.
ass
ates section of the association’s
Mrs. Drew attended Fullerton
San Jose branch during a meet- .,Jackie Stenehjin was
elected junior college and was graduated
ing held at .Montalvo.
president of Gamma Alpha Chi, from San Jose’ State college. She
Membershibs are given on the national professional
advertising was an O.T. major here and a
basis of scholarship and extra- women’s
fraternity, following for- member of Alpha Phi sorority.
curricular activities participation. mal
initiation of seven pledges,
Drew attended college here and
Keith Medeiros was presented a
Huth Miss Quinn and Miss AnJune 8.
is now a student at the California trophy as the most .outstandinft
thony are graduating Home EcoOther new officers include: Mar- College of Chiropody in San Fran- member of Theta Chi fraternity
nomics majOrs.
ilyn Norris, vice-president; Mar- cisco.
for 1949 at a dinner last Sunday.
Miss Quinn, daughter of Mr. and cella Sykes, corresponding secreHe is a sophomore business major
Mrs. E. G. Quinn ’of Hayward, tary; Frances Sterling, recording
from Milpitas.
is a member of Delta Zeta sororsecretary; Barbara Koperski. treaNewly initiated activities were
ity, Kappa Delta Pi, honorary ed- surer; and Joanne Chamberlain,
also honored at the dinner. Forucation society, and a member of reporter.
,
mal initiation services were held
the American Home Economics soOut-Foing President Myrna MadAbout
40 persons attended before the dinner at the fraternity
ciety. Following graduation she dux it,iated Elsie- Goddard,
MarGamma Pi Epsilon’s recent picnic house on S. Eighth street.
will teach home economics in
cel Ingraham and Bend t Hanau as
Initiates are: Bill Casey, Bob
at Alum Rock Park, Dr. William
Brentwood.
honorary members of the organMyers, Mathematics deRartment Kavet, Don McKinley, Dave StodMiss Anthony, who plans to ization.
dard, Larry Patton, Frank Christeach home economics in Vineland, __Ernestine Lavagnino and Don head, reported yesterday.
An
afternoon
of swimming, tenson, Marvin Braunstein, Richnear Bakersfield, is the daughter Fitton were presented $25 awards
of Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Anthony ,of by Alvin Long for having attain- baseball and various games was ard Perkins, Ed Tiernan, Jerry
followed by a picnic supper. Fac- Williams, Jim Clark, Bob Custer,
San Jose.
ed the highest grade point averulty members, mathematics ma- Jean La I.anne, Norm lk.luench
ages. The campus chapter of ADS
jors, relatives and guests partici- and Dale Magnard.
is named for Mr. Long.
pated.
Following thq elqa.ttons. and
Members of the refreshment
tiations the group ’dined members
committee were Glenn Fleming,
of Alpha Delta Sigma, men’s adJim Hood, DorothyWagner, Glenvertising fraternity, to see movies
na Shaw, Peter Filiposich and
shown by Mr. Long.
Connie Kasarinoff. ’
Gamma Phi Beta sorority held
Members and guests of Mu DelThose Initiated were Dolores
its annual senior breakfast at Edwards, Helen Kammerer, Pat
ta
social and service fraternity,
Rickey’s Studio club. Eleven gra- Kelly, Betty King, Barbara Kopheld a beach pirty Saturday at
duating seniors were honored.
Seacliff.
erski, Travis Mackie and Frances
Swimming was the main enterJoan Hale received a plaque Sterling.
tainment, and singing around a
honoring her as the Gamma Phi
campfire concluded the evening.
"girl of the year."
Special guests were Mu Delta
Katherine Fuller was presented
Members of Kappa Phi, national Pb adviser Lowell C. Pratt and
with a scholarship cup for having
Methodist woman’s organization,’ Mrs. Pratt.
the highest grade point average of
Members and pledges of Phi learned of the engjigement of Miss
the 1999 pledge class.
Sigma Kappa fraternity recently Margaret Larsen when- she an Spacial guests wore Mrs. laetta journeyed to an Francisco fdr- aTrouncedMT PTans lo wed 011ie
Pritchard, Dean Helen Dimmick dance excursion.
Ostlund.
and Gamma Phi adviser, Mrs. DoMiss Larsen passed chocolates
Chapters from Stanford, Fresno,
lores Spurgeon.
Phi Mu Alpha, men’s music fraUniversity of California and USC to the Kappa PhiS at a recent
ternity, held its annual spring barDiana Lawlor was in charge of also attended.
meeting.
arrangements.
Miss Larsen is a sophomore gen- beque last Friday at Matasehi’s
The following day a barbecue
Seniors honored were Lois Bray, and swimming party was held at eral elementary student here, and ranch.
Chief and "bottle washer" was
is a member of Eta Epsilon fraLucia Campo, Barbara Brewster, Santa Cruz.
Scott Chestnut, Dick Mason, ternity. Her home is in Los Gatos. Professor Thomas Eagen.
Adele Chambers, Charlotte Harder, Mary Lou Meyer True, Vir- Coy Staggs, and pledges Ed Mar- I The bridegroom -to-be will enter
ginia Russell, Claire Wanderer, tin, Dick Hammer, George Por- San Jose State college fall quarter
Juanita Smith, Esther Weakley ter and Bucky Sloan were in with an industrial arts maim’. His
home is in San Jose.
and Marietta Zaro.
charge of the two-day holiday,

AAUW Gives Awards
To Gayle Quinn,
Shirley Anthony

Jackie Stenehjin
Is Elected Prexy
Of Advertising Frat

KeithMedeirosWins
Theta Chi Trophy As
Outstanding Senior

Math Frat Stages
Alum Rock Picnic

Sorority Breakfast
Honors 11 Seniors

Mu Delta Pi Has
Seacliff Soiree

Phi Sigs Enjoy
Dance Excursion

Miss Larsen Tells
Engagement News

Frat _HoldsPicnic

Five Spartan Girls Reveal Wedding Plans
By Following Age-Old Chocolate Tradition
SANDERS-ANDERSON
Wedding plans of Miss Elvie
Anderson and Darrell Sanders
werq revealed recently when Miss
Anderson passed candy to her Alpha Phi sorority, sisters. She and
Sanders plan a fall marriage.
Miss Anderson is a business administration major here and was
a Spardi Gras queen candidate.
Sanders attended the University of Washington and is a graduate senior at the University of
Santa Clara. He is from Tacoma,
Wash.

GU RRIES-HOGAN
The engagement of Miss Helen
Hogan to Robert Curries was revealed at a recent meeting of Alpha Omicron Pi sorority.
The future bride is a freshman
dietetics major from San Jose. Besidths her sorority affiliation, she
Is also a member of Eta Epsilon,
home economies organization.
Curries is majoring in engineer-

Miss Olsen, a native of Spokane,
ing at Santa Clara university. 4
No date has been set for the Wash., majored in occupational
therapy while at State.
wedding.
Toland is affiliated with Sigma
YORK-SHANK
Gamma Omega fraternity and
engagement
anAnother June
served as president last year. He
nouncement was made by Carol is a junior forestry major from
Diane Shank when she passed Los Plumes.
chocolates to members of Alpha
Wedding plans are indefinite.
Phi sorority to tell of her betro- MARCIPAN-MORRETTINI
thal to Alan &hides York.
Alpha Gamma Delta sorority
Miss Shank’ is a sophomore gen- sisters of Ruth Morrettinl at the
eral elementary , major and a University of California learned of
member of Spartan Spears.
her engagement to Jack Marcipan
York attended San Jose State Jr., when she passed chocolates
college and is now employed in recently.
The announcement was made
Santa Rosa.
No definite plans have been also at a party at the bride-elect’s
home in San Jose. She is a senior
made for the wedding.
at the University of California.
TOLAND-OLSEN
Marcipan is a senior at San
Passing the traditional box of Jose State college and ’is tr memchocolates to her sorority sisters, ber of Delta Theta Omega fraAOPi alum, Miss Jean Olsen re- ternity.
The couple have set no definite
cently announced her engagement
date for their wedding.
to James Toland.

Miss A. Chapman
To Wed Saturday

Miss Alice Chapman will become the bride of Charles Anderson in ceremonies to be conducted
at the Calvary Methodist church
of San Jose Saturday.
Dean of Men Paul Pitman will
officiate at the 11 o’clock rites.
Attendants for the couple will
be Mr. and Mrs. Burke Anderson.
Mrs. Anderson is the acting secretary for the local YWCA. Her
husband is a brother of the bride-.
groom.
Miss Chapman will wear a light
blue organdy gown, styled with a
tight bodice and flared skirt fore
her marriage.
The matron of honor will be attired in a pink formal.
The couple will greet friends
and relatives at a reception in the
church before departing on their
honeymoon in the southland.
Miss Chapman is the former
secretary in charge of part time
employtnefet for men. She also as
an assistant in the Dean of MA’s
office.
Anderson is a sophomore student at Stanford studying for a
degree in social science.
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Music Department
Adds New Teachers
For Summer School
beautiful lady named Emily

Artist’s Brush Saves
Unclothed Movie Gal

Fairness Group
Lists new Rules

HOLLYWOOD, June 14 (UP)A
The San Jose State college Fairness committee, in its June report,
Summer Session at San Jose
kicked up another Hollywood crisis today by showing up for a promi- State college will find several nor
listed five main rules for members of the faculty to follow regarding
nent movie role with nothing on. And from the hullabaloo she cre- faces in the Music department
pertaining to students detected cheating on examinations.
faculty. Coming to Stan Jose State action
ated, you’d think she did it on purpose.
college as visiting ’instructor will
The committee, under he leadership of Prof. Elmo Robinson, sugShe held upproduction for hours while studio yes men scurried be Dr. Samuel T. Burns, Miss
these-moves: (I) Prompt reporting of ail cases of cheating to
gested
for somebody to cover up her vie -Angela Diller, William K. Macy,
, the Dean of Men or %%omen, (2)
Itiptuous -nekkidness." And while
C.

se-tood ther
she waited sheust
j
eith nary a blush to her pretty
fare.
ily, you see, is a near lifesited painting of a shapely nude,
the kind western saloon -keepers
used to hang in gaudy gambling
palaces. .
’
Emily Too Undressed
And that’s precisely what Producer Nat Holt hired her forto
decorate his barroom scenes in
"The Fighting Plainsman." But
we guess he didn’t reckon on Emily being quite ea undressed.
Nobody knows who painted her
In the first place, but he must
have done it when men were men
and women were in the altogether. Only the wispiest of veils did
their best to koneeal
charms from the cash customers.
declared Producer
And that.
Holt, wo’ild never do. So. nebody
would have to camouflage those
turves before his movie could pro...eed. And 89 :t happened that Hi
Berry was called to the res.:cue.
Hi is
denn t licilywood’s
scenic artists. In the 40 years
since he went to work at the old
Thomas Edison studios in the
Bronx, he’s painted everything
from cumulus clouds floating in
the sky to naked ladies floating
clown staircases.
Reverses Talents .
But this morning he had to put
his talents into reverse and denude Emily. Which, he says, he
did with "utmost reluctance."
. "I filled in the veil across her
. . . chest," Hi explained. "And
spread it out a little below her
waist. What was left still looked
too naked, so I airbrushed a smoggy mist over her bare legs and
hips and etc."
This. Berry reports, is the first
time anybody’s hired him for a
job like -this. When he’s not painting Lady Godivas for film factories, he’s. at his art school in
Pasadena teaching young students how to do it.
"I did a lovely nude for ’Belle
of the Yukon’," Hi says. "And a
Leaut for Danny Raye’s ’The Secret Life of Walter Mitty.’ That
nude was all there was to the
barroom besides a brass rail and
a spittoon
bat nobody
complained about the leek of furnishings."
Berry says he’s been painting
nodes for the movies for years
and searsbut there’s no oversupply arid there never will be.
"They have a mysterious way
of disappearing when the film’s
finished," he chuckled.
"Later
they turn up over somebody’s personal bar. I even snagged one myself once."
But he’s ’not interested in kidnapping Emily. Says she’s "too
fuzzy". now to liven up anybody’s
rumpus room.

Brawny and Brainy?
Statistics Don’t Lie

By CLIFF MINNERs
We don’t know the moral of
this story, nor do we intend to
over-estimate its importance. The
story’s biggest asset, we believe,
is that it may prove interesting
to a large number of students, and
thereby justify its existence.
Chronologically, the yarn begins several weeks ago in Los
Angeles. At USC, to be exact.
Dr. Albert Zech, counselor of
men, apparently got tired of heartall tales about the lack of academic ability of football players.
It seems the pigskinners were being referred to agaptemptuously as
"campus tramps’ or "football
bums."
So. Dr. Zech figured out the
grade point averages for Trojan
men during the preceding semester. He found that the average
for all men on the Trojan campus
was 1.3834. Fraternity men had a
lower but stili respectable 1.2719
average. The 36 football lettermen boasted a phenominal 1.3568
average:
Pretty good for "intellectual
morons," the lettermen must have
sneered.
On seeing these .figures, our
own Dean of Men Paul M. Pitman
became curious.
"Hnitn," he mused, "wonder
how the football boys’ stack up
here?" Being a man of action,
the Dean determined to find out.
He patiently tabulated the averages of the 406 fraternity men in
the ten ’frets belonging to the
Inter-fraternity council. Then he
found the grade-point average of
each of the 33 football lettermen
on last fall’s team.
For obvious reasons, Dean Pitman didn’t figure the average of
each of the thousands of men students at SJSC, so the comparison
Is not complete. But here are the
results of the compilations: the
406 fraternity men average 1.4472
for the winter quarter; the 33
football lettermen had a remarkably high 1.7955 average:
"I suppose," says Dean Pitman,
"there_will_be yelps to the effect
that P.E. courses are snaps’so
no wonder the averages are high.’
critics will say. But I still believe
this is a good showing."
So concludes our dean of men.
What is your conclusion?

State Stands Firm
On Comic Book Bill

SACRAMENTO, June 13 (UP).
The State Assembly today refused to reconsider its passage of
a bill prohibiting sale or distribution of crime comic books to children under 18.
The bill was passed 61-2 last
Friday but one.of the two opponents, Joe C. Lewis, D., Button willow, held it on file with a motion to reconsider the approval.
WASHINGTON, June 14 (UP).
- The bill now goes to the Senate
Norman H. Collisson, new ECA
for further action.
mission chief for Western Germany, predicted yesterday that
it will become a full partner in
the European recovery effort as
soon as the new German state is
By WALT LOWEWN
formed.
On the eve of his departure to
"To settle ,:own some place
resume his recovery duties, Col- where I can go fishing at the
lisson said he believed that offi- slightest provocation." This is
cials of the German Federal Re- the ambition of Col. James Hen,
public would give a "top priority’ head of the Military Science deto participation in the Marshall partment at San Jose State colPlan.
lege, "I have lived too long by
"We want them -to get into the routine and orders," says the coloorganization for European Eco- nel, who has spent 35 years in
nomic Cooperation (the Economic the army. His position at State
Cooper a lion Administration’s college is the colonel’s last ascounterpart abroad) as soon as signment before he is retired in
possible," he said in an interview. 1953.
"That is, of coursa, if the 19
other western nations which com"I chose this -for my last assignprise OEEC arc willing to admit ment because I enjoy working
them."
with students," Colonel Hen exCollisson said he foresaw little plains. Prior to coming to San
trouble about that, since Ger- Jose, Ilea was executive officer
many has many products which to the provost marshall far Eucan contribute to the general re- rope. Working with students is a
covery.
pleasure after criminal investiga-

EC A Head Predicts
German Progress

Miss Diana Gard, and Clifford
Cunha.
Visitor from Oberlin College
Conservatory, of Music in Ohio is
to be Dr. Samuel T. Burns, a native of Newcastle, Pa. Dr. Burns
studied at Oberlin and Northwestern university and received his
Ph.D. fromFolumbia university in
1943.

He started his professional experience in 1921 as supervisor of
music, schools of Medina county,
Ohio. He has published books
used in music courses. While at
San Jose State college, Dr. Burns,
will teach methods and materials
for the elementary school, music
methods for the general room
teacher, and supervision of music
education.
Miss Angela Diller will teach
musicianship, keyboard harmony,
and piano methods and materials,
Born in Brooklyn, Miss Diller is
widely known as a music educator, author, and lecturer. In 1921
she was co-founder Of the DillerQuaile School of Music, N.Y., of
which she is now director.
William K. Macy comes from
Cascade College, Portland, Ore.,
where he is head of the Music
department. Macy will teach private lessons in voice, class voice
and methods, and A gappella
Choir.
Visiting music faculty members
will also include Miss Diana-Gard,
teacher at San Jose High school,
and Clifford C. Cunha, who now
is associated with the instrumental program of San Jose city
schools. Miss Gard is a graduate
of San Francisco State college.
Cunha is a product of San Jose
State college.

Ad Frat Project
Boosts Bay Area
Members of the Alpha Delta
Sigma, national professional advertising fraternity, will present
their nine-county promotion plan
for Bay area industry today for
the second time. It will be given
to the Oakland Ad club at their
first .presenta.tJs In San
Francisco,,rnembers of ADS were
accorded high honors for their
promotion plan by the Bay Area
council which is set up for ninecounty promotion. This project
was given to ad fraternities of
the University of California, Stanford, and San Jose State.
The project was planned as a
national advertising campaign.
When it was presented to the
San Francisco Ad club on June 1,
over 150 advertising leaders -were
present.
Another presentation will be
made to the San Jose Ad club on
Wednesday for local advertising
leaders at the De Anza hotel.
The three fraternities are not
in competition for placings. Plans
are merely being presented for
possible use in promoting industry
in Bay area counties.

Here’s One Way
To Get That ’A’

LAHORE, Pakistan. (UP).
University -officials here have
decided that students should not
be permitted to improve their
grades by threatening their
teachers whir guns .and knlves.
A Punjab University student
walked into an examination
hall, placed a revolver and two
daggers on his desk., coolly informed the examtiner that he intended to cheat during the test
and proceeded to do so.

Alpha Phi Omega
Renews Cottage
McFadden Health cottage has
been completely repainted by
members of Alpha Phi Omega,
announced publicity chairman
Dick Hoffman yesterday.
Exactly ’114 and one-half man
hours were expended in giving the
stucco a buff coat, the windows a
green one, alyi an overall trim of
gray. Work began Saturday .at
7:30, and ended Sunday afternoon.
A weiner barbecue was held at
the campus pit on Saturday for
all members who worked on the
project. Those who attended were
Dick Hoffman, Ed Burnham, Clarence Quinley, Lewis Davis, Gale
Morelock. Frank Dennis, Jim
Hilke, Niels Nielsen, Lionel Goularte, Ronnie Macke, Bob Rojka,
Bob Irons, Dale Tygrett Ed Gasper, Len Livingston, Bill Schulz,
Fred Michels, and Dick Marquiss.
Dr. H. Murray Clark supervised’ the job, and Ed Burnham
was project chairman.

Song Competition
Closes Tomorrow
The school song composition
contest will close at 5 p.m. tomorrow, according to Ed Mosher,
song contest chairman for the
Rally committee.
Mosher
that_mprit ions
can be turned in at the
president’s office. Compositions should
include composers’ name, permanent and local address.
The contest has been conducted
to find a new school hymn, a new
fight song and a novelty song.
There will be a $10 first prize for
whiners in each division and a $5
prize for second place entrants in
the three categories.
The song will be arranged for
the band by the Music department
and played’at football games next
fall, Mosher said.
Judges are Mr. Forrest Baird
and Mr. Harold M. Johnson, both
of the Music department, and
Russell Reed, drum major. The
contest is sponsored by the Rally
committee.

Civilian Life Appeals to Col. Flea
tion and military police work, according to the colonel. His previous college assignments include
Gordon (Georgia) Institute, and
Montana State.copege.
Aside from his job with the prosiest mai-shell’s office, the colonel
considers his position as commanding officer of a re-deployment camp in France In 1943 to
be the moat important assignment of his career.
He spent World War II as a
regimental commander in the 80th
division in the States and then
was with the Fifth in France.
Another two-year assignment
was with the Philippine Scouts on
Zambowanga from 1923 until
1925.
"The monkeys on Zambowann;
do have tails," says the colones,

instructors not to file charges of
cheating in personnel folder., (3)
a recommendation to the ileana
that special cases referred to them
or appealed to them should include a counselor from the Personnel office staff.

"F" or "D" Too Harsh ,
Also n.entioned in the report
wes the fact, that a grade of. "F"
’I" seems an inappropriate
renalivjor a student suspected of
cheating. However, the clause
stated this would apply in "some
instances." The last recomTendation was to the effect that the
IBM scoring office be adequately
provided with machines and operators to permit dectect ion of
unfair student methods.
Student readers were touched
upon to the -extent that the average grade point ratio of 130 readers checked was 1.71. The mean
Tburstone Intelligence score of
the readers was 00.118 percentile,
the range from 0 to 93. Thirtytu percent of the readers were
below the 50th percentile and
eleven below the 25th percentile.
Faculty members were advised
to check the records of prospective readers, employing only those
with suitable ability and.achieveA "Bill of Student Obligations"
proposed by the Fairness committee has been favorably approved
by the Student Council, according
to the report. The bill follows:
Obligations as SJSC Student
By ilegistering as a student at
San Jose State college one takes
upon himself .certain obligations
toward his fellow students, towards his -instructiars, and to.
wet ds the larger community which
makes passible She educational op.
portunities of this cumpw.Amont
these -obligations are the followrng
1. ThedbligatiOn-to bemme informed, so far as information is
available, concerning the aims of
the college, its traditions, its facilities, and its regulations.
2. The obligation to be fair in
one’s remarks about instructors
and officers of the college, end
about one’s fellow students, quoting Of at an) accurately and in
context, and critiehdng only Judle3ouaiyap4.. tbsbasis of feels.
3. The obligiifiOn to -protect- -the ..
property of the college and otheria
against theft and undue waste hi
damage.
4. The chlisse.tion to study with
reasonable application and faithfulness without permitting other
tasks or excessive recreation to

interfere.

5. The obligation to recognize
that the attainment of grades, although important, is set:cindery to
the mein task of obtaining an education.
6. The obligation to cooperate
with others in promoting the educational process by such methods as practicing consideration
and good manners in the class

room, cultivating an interest in
one’s studies, habitually becoming:

informed concerning the assignments, and performing them within whatever restrictions for independent work ona’s instructors
may announce.
7. The obligation to take examinations in accordance with the
announced rules and without giving or receiving. unpermitted .aid.
8. The obligation; If one has
knowledge of unfair behavior by
’mother, to take some action, such
its covering one’s paper during an
examination. talking directly with
that person involeed, or reporting
him to the Dean of Men or Women.
9. The obligation to promote
student public opinion in favor of
honesty in student work and in
opposition to air forins of unfairness.

"contrary to popular belief." Colonel Hen has had duty at Ft. Benfling, Ft. Lewis, Ft. Williams, and
in Panama. In 1936 he was promoted from captain to major and
assigned to Montana State col-*
lege where he remained until 1942.
"I have three of the most independent kids in the world, and
I have made them that way," the
colonel replied when asked about
his family.
It is his belief that children
should be put on their own as
early as possible to give them selfreliance and to teach them what
it means to earn a living by physical exertion. It makes them o.L1predate the value of education,
according to Hen. "I started my
Every ambitious man is a capchildren on menial jobs; they got
ahead on their own merits, not as tive and every covetous man a
pauper.
the children of a colonel."
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Big Four Recess,
Await Instructions
PARIS, June 13.(UP),--The
Big Four conference on Germany
reached the showdown stage today, with both -East and West ’Urgently consulting their governments on new secret proposals.
The conference was in recess
. for the day. The suspension of
formal sessions was by mutual
agreement.
’
Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei
Vishinsky needed time to consult
Moscow on a "last chance" proposal by the West, and to get directions for his answer. The proposal was believed to involve a
limited agreement on resumption
of German trade and free access
to Berlin.
...The Western powers needed
time
to
consider
yishiniky’s
counter suggestions and his initial
reaction to the West’s plan for
preventing this conference from
becoming a total failure.
To guard against premature
leaks, Secretary of State Dean
Acheson imposed an unusually
rigid gag rule on members of his
deiegation. He forbade them to
talk about the secret deal now
in the works.
"Some proposals have been
made which need consideration,"
one western delegation spokesman said. "It is still hoped that
this meeting will end by the end
of this week. But Mr. Vishinsky
Is awaiting instructions.
"Don’t go on the assumption,
however, that the western powers were the only ones to make
proposals during the last few
days of secret meetings and behind the scenes meetings."
The current phase of the conference began Saturday, when
Foreign Secretary Ernest Bevin
of Great Britian called on Vishinsky, apparently with a western proposal.
That night Acheson dined with
Vishinsky at the Soviet Eihbassy
and came away with an impression that the Russians wanted
to come to some sort of an agree-

ment on Berlin.
Acheson conferred with Bevin
privately yesterday, and then
with Foreigh Minister Robert
Schuman of France’ before the
council met. The four ministers
cancelled today’s scheduled session of the council and agreed to
maintain absolute steerecy until
this last chance for agreement be
studied.
As a result of the secrecy, rumors mushroomed. Some said the
proposals under study would remain secret, and might never be
put in writing. They suggested
a "gentlemen’s a gr e emen t."
Others speculated on an agreement for another meeting of the
heads of state.
Meeting yesterday, the ministers accomplished nothing except
an exchange of witty remarks
set off by Secretary of State
Dean Acheson.
Acheson said Soviet proposals
for Germany revealed so far were
"as full /If propaganda as a dog
is of fleas."
"In fact," Acheson said, "I
would say it was all fleas and no
dog."
His remark1ouched off an exchange among Vishinsky, British Foreign Secretary Ernest
Bevin and French Foreign Minister Robert Schuman.
"Mr. Acheson has Just made a
very witty remark." Vishinsky
said, apparently unoffended. "But
If I may quote from the Scripture.
’don’t try to catch fleas lest a
camel slip through your fingers."
"The Russian Bible must differ
greatly from the Saint James
version," Bevin said.
"That is a perfectly correct
quote from the Bible as translated by Saint Vladimir," Vishinsky answered.
Schuman broke In then.
"I propose we hand the whole
flea question to the deputies," he
said.

U. S. Court Upholds Contempt Conviction
Of ’Screen Writers-Lawson and Trumbo
WASHINGON, June 13.
(UP)The U. S. Court of Appeals yesterday upheld the contempt of Congress conviction of
Hollywood writers John Howard
Lawson and Dalton Trumbo.
The two were found guilty of
contempt for refusing to tell the
Activities
House
Unatmerican
committee in October 1141,

whether they were or ever had
been members of the Communist
party. Both were sentenced to
one year and fined $1,000.
Eight other Hollywood writers
and directors also were indicted
for refusing to answer the same
question. Their cases have. been
held up pending appeals by Lawson- and Trumbo.

Supreme Court To Rule On. Loyalty 0401)
WASHINGTON, June IS.
(UP)The Supreme court today
apermed Sorule en the constitutionaXty of nn Anti-subversive oath
required of alt Los Angeles county
employee’s.
The court gr3rted an appeal by

25 persons who said they are on
the county pay rolk The group
to
the
compulsory
objected
statements required under an
Aug. 20, 1947. resolution by the
County Board of Supervisors.

Epidemic Experts Fight Polio Outbreak
San Angelo, Tesas, June 13.-(UP)A learn of epidemic specialists from, Stanford University
began a scientific war today
against a polio outbreak that has

stricken 141 persons and killed
seven in this west Texas area.
The team included a Doctor of
physical medicine, an orthopedic
nurse, a physical therapist and
an orthopedic surgeon.

day Area Workers Receive High Wages
SAN FRANCISCO. June 13. (UP) --The average bay area
worker today receives a weekly
pay check of $63.27 as compared
with his 1939 payments of $10
a week, the San Francisco bay

area council reported yesterday.
A special study released by the
council showed the weekly wage
scale is substantially higher than
the average earnings of other
California workers.

NFIP Gives Cheerful Report on Polio
(UP)
NEW YORK, June 13.
---In spite of last year’s polio
epidemic, in which 27,894 cases
"re recorded, the outlook for
fdture victory over the disease
was "IsrIghter at the end of 1948
than ever before," the National

Foundation for infantile paralysis
said today.
Most encouraging, the foundation said in its 11th annual report, were developments in the
search for a vaccine to prevent
Infantile paralysis.

Cancer Specialist To Study at Cal

Kinoshita was awarded the
TOKYO, . June 13. (UP) An,
Public
internationally known c a n c e r 1810,000 United’ States
specialist, Dr. Fiojun Kinoshita,. Health Service special research
will leave July 1 aboard the army’
the National
transportfellowship from
studies at
study at the University of Calif- 1Cancer Institute. for
university.
the
i
orr ia for one year.

Miners Quit Work
In Lewis Attempt
To Level Reserves
PITI’SBURGH, June 13.(UP)
John L. Lewis’ 450,000 United
Mine workers carried out their
Union leader’s stop-work order to
the letter today. They brought
coal mining in the United States
to a dead stop for a one-week period to "stabilize" the industry
and help Lewis in his new contract negotiations.
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Cal Profs Ask Sproul
To Explain New Pledge

BERKELEY, June 13 (UP).Universify of California professors
today asked President Robert Gordon Sproul to explain why they will
have to sign loyalty pledges after July I.
The I,000-member academic senate scheduled a meeting with
Sproul tomorrow after some faculty members said they were concerned over the action of the

Iowa U President
Warns Graduates
Of a ’Dark Age

Board of Regents in requiring the’
oaths.
Reports from the big soft coal
University officials disclosed
and anthracite fieds indicated the
Saturday night that the oath \till
As
usual,
orderly.
was
walkout
he made a part of all contracts
no pickets were posted And the
with the 4,000 faculty members
LOS ANGELES, June 13. --men merely stayed home, planand administrators. Dr George colleges,
en.
ning a week of "fishing" or loaf- (UP)American
A. Pettitt, assistant to Sproul,
dangered
by’
a
lack
of
funds,
ing around the house.
said no serious opposition was
Their week at home Will cost face a return to "another dark expected.
the U P4 W members about age," says president Virgil M.
Oath Is Old Rule
$27,000,000 In wages. The miner’s Hancher of the University of
Pettitt said the university alIowa.
own health and welfare fund, deways has required its facult) to
He told a record graduating
pendent on a 20-cents levy on
swear allegiance to federal and
each ton of coal mined, will lose class of 4600 at the 66th annual state constitutions. He explained
commencement
of
the
University
an estimated $2,400,000.
that the new pledge merely Was
The walkout, if it ends on of Southern California Saturday, to supplement that oath.
schedule June 20, will have little that the quality of civilization
"We don’t like the idea of
effect on related industries, ex- will decline if university stan- oaths," he said, "but in the cold
dards
are
lowered.
cept coal -hauling railroads. They
war hysteria we are facing, somePrivate colleges are having
will be hit hard, although abovething had to be done. This more
ground coal reserves are at a trouble through increasing costs explicit oath will give, if needed,
and
declining
returns
from
enpeak.
greater public assurance of the
dowment funds, while competiStrike Feared
attitude the university has altion for public funds by social
. Some coal operators and steel
ways had."
security and pension projects may
executives feared, however, that
The pledge says:
reduce sums available for state the walkout will extend into the
"I do not believe in and am
supported schools, Hancher said.
miners’ Annual 10-day vacation.
The largest class ever to gradu- not a member nor do I support
beg-liming June 25, and finally end
ate from Loyola University re- any party or organization that
up ap a full-fledged strike. That
ceived their diplomas yesterday believes in, advocates or teaches
could happen if the union and coal
from the Rev, Charles S. Casassa, the overthrow of the United
industry fall to sign new conStates Government by force or
school president.
tracts by June 30, expiration date
by any illegal, unconstitutional
for the present agreements. ....
methods."
Lewis’ call for the walkout
.Profs May Oppose
was an admitted maneuver to rePettitt said the university alduce the country’s fuel reserves
ways has required its faculty to
and strengthen his hand in neswear allegiance to federal and
gotiations for new wage agree’state constitutions. He -explained
ments.
that the new pledge merely was
TRIESTE, June 13. (UP)
The one-week-walkout --Eighth
major post-war work stoppage in Anti-communist parties ’took an to supplement that oath.
Two professors indicated there
the mines went into effect last early lead today in returns from
municipal . election, might be somp opposition from
midnight. It will drain off about yesterday’s
.
10,500,000 tons of bituminous the first free voting in Trieste the faculty.
Robert 0. Gordon, professor of
and 1.000,000 tons of anthracite since 1922.
The trend indicates1 that a mak. economics, said he understood is
coal from the country’s nearority of the 60-member munici- number of faculty members tt ere
record. 70.000,000-ton stockpile.
pal council would favor the se- disturbed abut the oath and its
Miners Leave Jobs
Earl
R.
Ralph,
turn of internationalized Trieste implications.
Actually, the minera ,began
associate professor of eeonomies.
to___11aly.-----leaving their jobs _Ls_
Commudist newspapers charged "rather imagined" there would
Friday and the entire industry
be opposition.
was virtually closed down by fraud even before the vote-countGordon and Rolph were among
finished.
ing
Saturday night. Coal production
seven faculty members who recthe
city’s
Returns
from
17
of
this week will be limited to pits
votes ently attacked a similar oath
with
10,3IQ
in Illinois, manned by 9,000 mem- precincts,
proposed by State Senator Jack
parties
counted,
gave
pro-Italian
bers of the rival Progressive Mine
B. Tenney, Chairman of Califanti.
7,197
or
and
68.4
per
cent
workers, and scattered non-union
Italian parties, 1=2 or 81.8 per ornia’s Un-American Activities
strip mines.
committee. However, that pledge
. The miners; who will lose $12 cent.
mentioned commuspecifically
governgave
the
breakdown
A
a day per man in wages, were imnism.
cealitionof christian de
mediately joined in idleness by
nosey
ven
,000 railroad workers who we-re crats, republicans, liberals and
The new pledge was regarded
furloughed over the weekend be- rightwing socialists 5.882 vetes,
in some university quarters as an
cause of the coal stoppage. Lay- of which 4,235 were cast for chris- attempt to head off the Tenney
offs were expected to mount flan democrats.
to show the State LegThe Neo-Fascist MSI had 737 oath and
steadily ancl overall traffic on the
university could
islature
the
monarchist
rightists
and
578.
cent.
per
drop
25
rail lines Mow
handle, the matter by -itself.
Tammy described this pledge
as a "step in the right direction."
Although he claimed it was
weaker than his own, he said
he would drop his own legislative
proposal for a compulsory loyalty
’oath by university professors.
Sproul said the pledge origipwithin the board of regents
ated
WASHINGTON, June 13. - - Royal!, who has resigned. The
and " has absolutely no, ephoec(UP) ---The senate expenditures nomination of John J. McCloy
with Senator Termer"committee today approved a joint to be U.S. High Commissioner for tion
of
Administration
resolution calling for a cut of Germany and
$2.000,000,000,000 (B) to $4,000,- the U. S. Occupation zone also
009,000 (B) in government spend- was confirmed.
ing to balance the 1950 budget.
Reclamation -- Commissioner
This was the first definite ac- Michael Straus objected to a
CliARLEhIONT, Mass., June 13
tion taken .at this ’session of 15 per cent cut in the 1950 (UP)Miss Miriam Marx, 22, of
congress to meet dropping feder- budget for the reclamation bur- Beverly Hills, Calif., daughter of
al revenues with an economy cut eau. But he told a senate sub- movie comedian Groucho Marx,
in expenditures. The 1950 fiscal committee that the appropriation today nursed a cut lip suffered
budget is estimated at $42,000,- bill for his bureau still is the best when she leaped from her auto000,000 (B) with income esti- he has ever seen.
it e as
Senator Styles Bridges, who mobile moments before
mated’ at around $38,500,000,000
struck and demolished’ by a freight
senate’s
of
the
leader
has
been
a
(B).
train.
economy bloc, said he would fight
There were these other con- any cut in foreign aid spending tions argument is one of the hotgressional developments:
which would "cripple" the Europ- test issues in the senate’s dehate
AtomicDr. J. Robert Oppen- ean Recovery program. The New over the administration’s Taft.
heimer testified before the house- Hampshire Republican said for- Hartley Repeal Bill.
senate atomic energy oontrnittee eign aid chief Paul G. Hoffman
Espionage -- The house Unthat post war production of new has done "such a good job to date American Activities committee is
and better bombs by the Atomic that adequate funds must be reported to be preparing a comhas been granted by congress to enable him plete history of communist interEnergy commission
"far better. than I thought it to continue."
national esponage reaching back
Would be."
Administration demo- as far as 1922.
Labor
Americans for
Economic
COnfirmations
- The senate crats promised to push for apconfirmed unanimously the nom- proval of government seizure democratic action have called a
ination of Gordon Gray, North powers instead of injunctions fer rally to meet here next month
emergency to put some steam in President
national
Carolina, to be secretary of the handling
succeeds
Kenneth strikes. The seizure-versus-injunc- Truman’s legislative program.
Army.
He

Reds Charge Fraud
In Trieste. Voting

Senate Committee
Okays $2-Billion Cut

Miriam Marx Saves’’
Self And Friend

d
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MESA ONCE LOST NO-HITTER

Rimier Wins Also

FOOLISH PRANKS WILL END IT!

Top State Pitcher
Begins as Cateher

Bulwa Takes Third
Straight Trophy;
Defeats Jim Cruze

Si Coaches Discuss
promo Relations

By JACK RUSSELL
Sparta’s league-leading pitcher, once
Mesa,
Richard Peter
This rare feat occurred at Fremont
lost.
pitched a no-hit game and
Jerry Nakamura of Campbell,
opponent,
High school when Mesa’s
game when a run scored on an
lost
the
’allowed only one hit. Frernont
feel too disappointed
doesn’t
Pete,
errov. Mesa, known to ’all as

AR-Coast Hurler

PETE MESA, Spartan pitcher
who was placed on the 1949
NCAA all -coast baseball team
on the strength of his 5-0 record in (’CAA play. Over the
entire season of 30 games, Mesa
won six and lost two, recording
75 strikeouts and issuing 75
bases on halls.

Tradanen Compete
Against Top Stars .
This year’s NCAA track and
field meet, which will take place
Friday and Saturday at the Los
Angeles coliseum and in which
Bud Winter--Spartan track coach
will enter a four-man team, will
have over 300 top cinder athletes
from 75 universities And colleges
throughout the nation,
To cite examples, Woody Lime,
San Jose State discus star, will
compete against Vie Frank of
Yale, 177 ft. 1W4 in.; Byr1 Thompson of Minnesota, 176 ft.; Taylor
Lewis of UCLA, 170 ft.; Genre
Radera of Texas A.&M., 170 It.,
and a number of other plattermen
with marks of over 180 ft.
In the sprints, Winter’s entry
Bob Crowe will Meet up with
plenty of fast company. The preliminary wire stories about the
meet are predicting that a man
Who cahl run 9.6 or -better won
even qualify.
To hear out this contention they
list as entries: Mel Pattan of
USC, 9.1 (with wind); Don Campbell of Colorado, 9.5; Perry Samuels and Charlie Parker of Texas,
9.5; Bob Tyler of Morgan State,
9.5; Charlie Peters of Indiana,
9.5, and a host of men with marks
of 9.6 and 9.7.
The local tracksters and Winter
will leave San Jose Thursday on
the noon Daylight and return
Sunday, according to the Coach.

Wedding

PA ofog rap

g

Our policy introduces a new idea
in Wedding Photography designed
to give true value.
Consultation without obligation.

ROBERT LAWS
Salon of Photography
Student’s Discount

288 Park Ave.

Col. 4745-W

LOOK NO FURTHER
For The Finest Food
MORNING
NOON
NIGHT
Capon 24 Hours
It’s The

HASTY-TASTY
40 E. SANTA Cr.ARA
Cloud Widtioslays

about being cheated out of every
pitcher’s dream since he had
already that season fashioned one
nro-idt, game.
Pete, who is one of the best
pitching prospects to ever wear
the Gold and White, actually began his baseball career as a
All during grammar
catcher.
school at Sunnyvale, Pete was on
the "wrong" side of. the plate.
"When I got to Fremont High,"
Pete related, "I was shifted to the
mound by my coach Emile Corboline because we didn’t have any
pitehers. I guess he figured that
a catcher would know more about
pitching than any one else on the
squad so I got the job."
Plays for All-Star Nine
Pete climaxed his high school
pitching career by playing in the
North-South all-star clash for
prep players. While at Fremont
he won letters in four sports,
baseball, basketball, football (he
played T-formation quarterback)
and track (he was a 20-foot
broad-jumper). In his first year,
at San Jose State he played frosh
football, starting out at quarter
but then being shifted to half because of his speed and running
ability. Since joining the varsity
baseball squad Pete has given up
all other intercollegiate sports to
oonfd sport.
coInocenfhtraestee hoeneftihee
days
Jensen" bonus players and big
league scouts scrambling in every
college and high school diamond
It is relieving to find a prospect
like Pete wanting to finish his
education first, and then go after
the riches of America’s national
pastime.
’’I plan to get my degree in P.E.
with an English minor first and
then take my chances on baseball’s merry-go-round," stated the
CCAA’s top twirler.
The curly-haired sophomore has
worked out with the Seals "just
to keep active."
"There isn’t
much difference between joining
a major league club or signing
with a PCL team like San Francisco or Oakland. It all depends
on the individual offer."
A Native Californian
Mesa was born in Santa Monica,
Calif., Aug. 29, 1929. He moved to
Sunnyvale--in-1941 and -has lived there ever since. *Along with Pete
came his six brothers and one
sister. One of his brothers, Larry,
is active in semi -pro baseball
circles. Another brother, Johnny,
is the SCVAL’s sprint champ with
a- 10.1 century to his credit.
The greatest thrill in Pete’s life
came when San Jose State won
its first baseball championship
this season. It was also the first
time that Pete had ever played on
a title-winning club.
"We hadn’t been given much
chance to %sin at the beginning of
the season since we finished dead
last in 1948, tint our batting came
through way beyond expectations.
We capitalized on smart and daring base-running also. Lots of
credit should go to Coach Walt
tVilliams who did a fine Job of
bringing the club along," summarized Mesa.
A "Pair of Petes," Denevi and
Mesa, ss,ere the scourge of the
league this season. Mesa paid this
compliment to his battery mate.
"Denevi was an excellent backstop. He was a very steadying
Influence to the plahers. It will
he pretty hard to replace him
next year."
Pete is one pitcher who likes to
take his turn at bat. When he
played fresh baseball here he
woukl trot out to right field on
the days that he didn’t pitch. He
finished that season with a fat
.436 batting average. This year
Pete stuck strictly to pitching hat
he did smash out one home run
against an Diego.

For the third straight time,
Chet Bulwa,, took home the all college singles tennis championship trophy as he defeated varsity teammate Jim Cruze 7-5, 6-4,
yesterday at the Spartan Village
courts.
Bulwa played [fine tennis under
a sweltering sun to edge out Big
Jim Cruze who received the runner-up medal plus Coach Mirtnhy’s
acclaim as the "most improved
player on the squad." Cruze entered the finals by defeating
"darkhorse" Emery Jones 6-2, 1-6,
6-3, on Friday.
Bob Rimmer had to play two
matches to win the consolation
flight. In his first match Rimmer
defeated’ Bob Lagel 6-2, 6-3. Ten
minutes later he took on Glen
Seibel and whipped him $-4, 6-3.
Seibel received the runner-up
medal.
The fluids of the freshman division were postponed until this
afternoon at 2:30 when Dick
Rututo will battle Bob Phelps.
Ice cream, cookies, and soft
drinks were served to the members of San Jose State’s varsity,
junior varsity, and freshman tennis squads after yesterday’s tournament.
The tournament was very sueeesaful as far as uncovering new
talent. for next year’s varsity
squad was concerned. Probably
the biggest surprise was pulled off
by Emery Jones who defeated
Dave Parnay and Gene Franco
before bowing to Craze. Jones
should aid Coach Mumby’s team
greatly next season.
Chet Bulwa, Bob Phelps, Dick
Russo, Keith Nelson and Dave
Parnay will be the nucleus of
1950’s varsity. Promising junior
stars like Bob Rimmer, Bob
Castle, Don Gale, Bud Wilkinson,
Jeremy Carlson. Alex Rattray,
Glen Seibel, and Bob Legg) will
fight it out for the other varsity
position.

Ice Cream feed
Track Coach Bud Winter
announced yesterday that all
was in readiness for his sixth
annual ice-cream feed for Spartan tracksters, trainers, managers Hod their wives. The
event is slated to start at 7:30
tonight at the mentor’s home,
1015 Camino Ricardo.
A large attendance of varsity
and fresh einsiermen are anticipated, along with members
of the Spartan Boosters’ track
committee.
Winter says there will be
plenty of tee-cream and cake
and that tratk and other sports’
movies will he shown.

Water. Polo Team
Ends Spring Drill

Athletes From Both Schools
Want Friendly Competition
San Jose State coaches are unanimous in a desire for a long and
continued renewal of athletic relations with Santa Clara and each of
them has expressed the hope that the respective student bodies cooperate in prolonging the cross-town rivalry.
Bud Winter, Spartan track coach, neatly summed up the opinions
of the Washington Square staff.
"Friendly rivalry is the lifeblood
of Intercollegiate athletics," Veinter said, "and let’s hope that the
Spartan and Bronco students and
players will go to extremes to
keep this rivalry on an intense
but friendly level."
The track mentor said he looked
forward to future competition on
the cinder paths with Santa
He said that Henry.
Clara.
Schmidt, Bronco coach, had
brought Santa Clara a long way
in two years and that he looked
forward in the not too distant
future when a Bronco-Spartan
dual meet would be the highlight
of the local thinclad season.
Spartan coaches think that good
groundwork has already been laid
for future competition in sports
other than football. Boxing Coach
Dee Portal, Wrestling (’each ’Ted
Mumby, and Swimming Mentor
Charley Walker pointed out that
Santa Clara boxers, wrestlers and
swimmers already work out with
the Spartan teams and good relations han’.e been established. They
DEE PORTAL, San Jose State
say that there will he no untoward
boxing coach, who joins the rest
incidents among these athletes
and striingly urge the rest of the of the coaching staff in hoping
for ’’friendly rivalry" between
respectixe student bodies to folSanta Clara and San Jose State
low the good example.
athletic teams.
The story is about the same in
baseball and basketball. In both
of these sports, the players of
both schools have had ample opportunity to - watch each other
play. The players would like to
complete and the coaches again
Coach Eddie Duino , yesterday
urge the students to cooperate named th6 stx ,Spartan’, Oilers
in every way so that this competi- who -dill defend San Jose State’s
tion may become a reality.
only national championship at the
Walt Williams, who piloted the NCAA meet to be held at-Ames,
7
Spartan baseball team to its most Iowa, dune 26-July 2.
Impressive season, would like
Ell Bariteau will return to acnothing better than to meet the tion anal will compete in his third
Santa Clarans. "Not only would straight NCAA meet. The other
It be good competition between lirdismen are veterans Ross Smith,
two good teams, but both schools Capt. Howard Verutti and Warwould benefit considerably by the ren MacCarty, all Of whom have
gate receipts," Williams declared. played in previous national tourBasketball Coach Walt McPher- naments.
Newcomers
to
the
son agreed with his associate’s N(’AA tourney are Bill "Oogle"
sentiments. Both McPherson and, Ogden and Ruskin Sheppheral.
Willie-MS emphasized tht help they-I
Saturday the "Golden Golfers"
would get in meeting the budget
won
their 11th straight dual meet
inreceipts;
gate
by the added
come which would enable the victory by beating the SacramenSpartans and the Broncos both to to del Paso Country club tearnsby
card more attractive games with- a score of 17-1212. Bill Ogden,
out further drain on the athletic renewed acquaintances with his
old home course by pacing the
budget.
local team with a par-breaking 611,
But Williams and McPherson
Eli Bariteau shot a 70; Warren
and the others on the staff
pointed out that the monetary MacCarty, 71; Capt. Howard Vequestion was nice to contemplate, rutti, .75; Ruskin Shenphercl, 71;
hut was secondary. They harked and Bud Watts, 75. The del Paso
hack to Winter’s statement about squad was paced by Frank To"friendly rivalry" as the primary ronto. who also scored a 67.
consideration.
"Let’s get together with Santa
Clara and have a long and dignified history of competition. Thern
players will go all out on the
field; let’s use tie tnergies for
rooting and not for foolish pranks
Which will put US back another
12 years."

Six SJS Golfers
Enter Nationals--

Spring water polo practice at
San Jose State will conclude Wednesday at 4 p.m. with a regulation intrasquad game at Spartan
pool.
Coach Charley Walker’s
natators. national AAU junior
champions, are bolstered by several additions from an undefeated
Frosh team.
Playing for the Whites ,wilf be
Jack Hubner, Don Biery, Chealey
Douglas, Doug Pautz, dud %%Mlace, GiVorge Haines and Bill Ratloski, with Howard Bogie, Gene
Hartman and Bob Mayer as subs.
Capt. Fred Hanssen will head
the Blues, which also includes
Dean Price, Con Maloney, Elden
CHICAGd, June 14 (UP). The
Thommayer, Dick Rafloski, WalBig Ten’s top track- stars, some
ter Hofman and Norm Keeler
with Don Dumas, Ted Lilley arid of whom left here by train Sunday, will arrive in Los AngeleS
Ronald Hagelln as alternates.
Tuesday.
The squad, which will reach 34
men by the time members are
picked up along the way in tilt
BIRDS LIKE
midwest, will participate in the
NCAA championships at Los An.
geles June 17-18 and the annU11,1
Maybe, but you don’t have to
clash with the Pacific Coast Conb
vaptarian to onjoy that
bst in home-cooked food at
ference at Berkeley June 21.
ihaserilhadimmommomilemallhill
Larry Snyder, Ohio State traels
The number of men killed In
coach, was in charge of the party.
action in the navy during World
Among the stars were Wisconsin
War I was 59 as compared to
B.I. 2614
255 So. 2nd
miler Don Gehrinatun and Illinois!
36,782 killed IT World War II.
um\
Dwight (Dike) Eddteman.

Big Ten Trackmen
Enroute To Coast
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TEAM RECORD IS NOT OUTSTANDING

Queen Crowns ’Em

Wins Fraternity
Track Squad Boasts SAE
Track Crown;
Of Individual Marks KA Places Second
Gauchos, Aztecs, Bulldogs Bow
To Locals; COP Stanford.Win
Editor’s Note:
This is the first of a two-part series on the 1949 track season.

By HANK PLYMIRE
Sparta’ 1949 track aggregation, though not able to enjoy the
reputation of being one of,the top Winter teams, can, nevertheless,
point with pride to individual improvement and achievement of many
of its members.
The season as a wholeso far as the team record is concerned

was not outstanding, but is worthy of note. Opening the track
campaign for the locals was
Woody Linn’s third place at the
March 12 Long Beach Relays.
The annual interclass contest
was next for the Spartans and
found the Passey brothers’ team
walking off with top honors. Then,
on April 2, the San ,Francisco
Olympic club gave the kicals quite
a scare before bowing by a 68-63
score. One week later, the Wintermen really got going in a
three-way meet at Santa Barbara,
by downing San Diego, 801/2 to
501»., and the Gauchos, 88 to 42.
April 16 and 23 proved to be
unlucky dates for Spartan track
fortunes, inasmuch as Stanford
and College of Pacific rolled up
wins on the San Jose team. The
Iralians’ score was 90 1/3 to
40 2/3, while the Tigers subdued
the locals, 71-60.
On April 30, Fresno State felt

No one individual could be con sidered really a consistent per former on the current Winter
squad, but several scored outstanding marks during the season..i
But, as pointed out by Coach’
Winter, a great many of the cinderrnen attained their best -ever
marks. In fact, more men came
through with outstanding performances this year than probably
ever occured on previous Spartan
track teams.
Among the outstanding was:
Bobe Crowe, 9.6 century and 21
flat 220-yard dash. The latter
time being good for a new college
standard. Steve O’Meara, co-captain of the ’49 tracksters, had his
best year of track competition.
O’Meara registered times of 9.7
and 21.3 for the sprints and climaxed the season with a Pacific

Spartan Relay Runners

San Jose State’s versatile relay men are pictured above.
Reading from left to right: L. W. Hall, Stu Inman, Fred Mangini,
Bob Herrick and Bob Crowe. Crowe and Hall are primarily
sprinters, while the other runners normally run the quarter mile.
the wrath of a thoroughly irritatet Spartan and went down to
defeat, 77 1 / S-53 2/3. May.. i_and
the Conference meet dawned with
the locals rated underdogs to the
C.O.P. outfit and with Fresno a
leading t hr ea t. Ilowe%er, that
Saturday night, Coach Bud Winterli charges came through with
their third straight CCAA track
and field title.

Athletic Association championship
by winning the 220 in that meet.

LaYerne_ "Red" Hall proved a
point asset to Winter’s sprint
lineup and chalkeil up times of
10 flat and 21.7. Stu Inman, ordinarily a quarter-mlier, moved
Into the sprinters’ realm in the
relay meets and did a /good job
by more than holding his own
with a
of the best on Ike
lie
coast.
was
clocked unofficially
May 14 fouled the San Jose
the
cindermen taking a fifth in the in a 21.6 880 :May lap
Fresno West Coast Relays and a distance being 220 yards.
week later a sixth at Modesto’s
A sour note of the entire season
California Relays. Both were ra- was the inability of a potentially
ther low points for the Spartans, great mile relay quartet to put
together four good times in one
who were plagued by bad breaks
race.
in the relay races.,
The following and their 440
The week Of May 23-28 gave times seemed to prove the potenSparta its first Pentathlon champ- tial was there: Inman, 48.8; Fred
ion, when Bob Crowe posted some Mangini, 49.2 (relay time); Bob
(relay time); Bob
outstanding marks to walk off Herrick, 48.2
Crowe, 48.0 (relay time); Bob
with the trophy.
Nicolai, 49.8 (relay time); Hall,
Compton asked Linn, (’rowe,
George Matto* and Mel Martin
to its big invitational trackfest
and all but Mattes hit the scoring
column.
Last Saturday at Berkeley the
Winter machine, throughis couple
of outstanding sprint performances by Crowe and Steve O’Meara
and place points from five other
locals, came out in fourth spot
behind the Olympic club, Stanford
and California.
This meet was the finishimg up
point for many of the cindermen,
but several are looking toward
the NCAA at Los Angeles, June
17.1
and- the itrittt centests at
Fresno, June 24-25.

50.5 (relay time): Dan Sawyer,
50.6 and Hank Plymire, 49.8 (relay time).
Out of this list of good times
came but one heartening mile relay performance. At the Conference meet and when the locals
were still uncertain of victory, the
quartet of Inman, Plymire, Nicola’ and Crowe put together a
3:19.5 effort. This, good only for
second place behind the fast Pacific runners, gave the Spartans-at that time--a vital three points.
This, incidentally, eclipsed the old
college record of 3:20.3, but was
not allowed to go into the record
book because the team did not
win antf.the cleckinse was unofficial.

By HANK PLYMIRE
Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity,
showing power in nearly all
events, swept to an overwhelming
victory in Saturday’s inter -frater
nity track and field meet at Spartan stadium. SAE scored 47Ji
points, follOwed by KA, 22 1/6;
DTO, 181/2; TC, 18; PSK, 14 1/6;
DU, 131/2; DSG, 91/2; TMS, 7;
LCA, 3, and SGO, 2.
Considering that the more than
200 participanta were not in top
shape, the winning marks were
very creditable with several being
in the outstanding class. Al Grass
(KA), won the 660-yard run from
a field of some 20 entries in the
excellent time of’ 1.34.9. Prior to
this effort he had run second to
Rogers (SAE) in a 3.47.6 threequarter mile.
Dick Webster (DTO), a 440
man from,the 1948 Spartan varsity track team, sped the 180-yard
dash in 18.8 and also won a second in the 330-yard event. This
latter distance was won by Bob
Longmire (DSG) in a creditable
38.6 time. Longinahre, also, is a
former San Jodie State traekster.
Spardi Gras Queen Mary Lynn
Brandt presented the winners and
place men with their ribbons. SAE
was in charge of running the
meet. Ed Everett was organizer
and meet director.
Jack Passey was clerk of the
course, while Ed Dickinson assumed announcing duties. Woody
Linn am:0’BM Passey were the
starters and Ivan Bland was head
timer. Bob Brady acted as score
keeper.
THE SUMMARY FOLLOWS:
1320-YARD RUN
Rogers
(SAE), Grass (KA), Felice
(PSK), King (DU). Time-3.47.6.
75-YARD DASH
Barney
(DU), Reese (SAE), Butler
(SAE), Sagehorn (TMS). Time8.1.
330-YARD DASH
Longnaire
(DSO), Webster (DTO), Cooper
(SAE), Lyon (TMS). Time-36.6.
120-YARD HIGH HURDLES
Mcicher (TChl), Chine-NW (SAEW
Storer (SAE), Foulger (DTO).
Time-17.0.
180-YARD DASH.
Webster
(DTO), Sagehorn (TMS), Boos4
(KA), L. Rogers (KA). Time
18.8.
660-YARD RUNGrass (KA),
Haegerty (DU), Chapman (SGO),
Lyon (TMS). Time-1.34.9.
880 RELAY
(SAE) team of
Butler, Andrews, Everett, Lovely;
(DSO) , (KA) , (DU) . Time
1.40.9.
SHOT PUT
Miller (SAE),
Thornton (LCA), Downey (DTO),
Porter (PSK). Distance-40 ft. 7
in.
HIGH JUMP 3 -way tie for
first between Richmond (KA),
Peterman (KA), Sheppard (PSK)’
at 5 ft. 7 in. 2-way tie for fourth
between Shank (DTO), Downey
(DTO) at 5 ft. Sin.,
BROAD aUMPWorden (SAE)
Reese (SAE), Mason (PSK), Pitts
(LCA). Distance-20 ft. 11 3/4
In.
DASERALL THROW Bard1glio (DTO), Perkins (TC), Peek
(SAE), Chinchen (SAE). Distance
350 ft.
Reese (SAE),
JAVELIN
Porter (PSK), Bolderman (DU),
Felice (PSK). Distancei60 ft.
9 in.
Van houter
POLE VAULT
(TC). 4-way tie for second between Dake (PSK), Worden
(SAE), Downey (DTO), Brown
(DU). Winning height
10
ft.
9 In.
180-YARD LOW HURDLES g-Meicher (TC), Lovely (DSO).
Time-22.5.
As of June 1, 1946, three states
did not require automobile operators to have driver’s license. The
states were Louisiana, South Dakota, and Wyoming.
BIGGEST COP OF COFFEE
IN TOWN
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Off the Skillet
BS BOB SKILLICORN
College of Pacific’s sudden withdrawal from California Collegiate
Athletic association membership
has caused many Califoi hia sports
writers to comment on m hat will
now happen to the CCAA.
Louis Dunn), downtown columnist, is of the opinion that State
could do better by playing an Independent schedule while a sports
columnist in San Diego State Aztec predicts it won’t be long before San Jose follows COP’s move.
No definite statements concerning State’s future relationship
with the CCAA has bean made by
the local athletic department, and
the Spring meeting of conference
heads at San Diego didn’t clear up
the situation. Let’s suppose that State decides to withdraw from the
CCAA. What would be the best
course to take?
We already have Mr. ,Duino’s
suggestion Of playing an independent schedule. Other writers,
including Arnold Wechter, former
Spartan Daily sports editor, advocate the formation of a conference that would include State,
COP, Santa Clara, St. Mary’s.
USF, Nevada, Loyola, and possibly Portland. That’s all well
and good, but let’s not stop here.
Let’s investigate other possibilities.
Membership in PCC?
What about membership in the
Pacific Coast conference? Ridiculous you say? Just a moment --let’s look, at some facts and fig-Urea"
There are only tour out of the
10 PCC schools that hava-, substantially larger enrollments than
State. They are Cal, USC, UCLA,
and University of Washington.
The other six members have enrollments smaller or just a bit
larger than San Jose State.
Compare State’s 6.500 figure
with- 8,000 at Stanford, 5,800 at
Univeasity of Oregon, 7,000 at
Oregon State, 6,800 at Washington State. 3,500 at Idaho U. and
3.000 at tMontana.oo,
compare the seating
Then
capacities of the football stadiurns. Only Cal, Stanford, USC,

Chapman Wins
Four-Mile Event
Seward "Chappie" Chapman,
two-miler on the 1949 Spartan
varsity track team, Sunday won
the Junior four-mile event in the
29th Annual Statuco race in San
Francisco. Competing under the
San Francisco Athletic club colors. Chapman covered the route
in 21:04 and was instrumental in
helping his club cop the Junior
team trophy.
Merle Knox, ex-Spartan distance man and winner of over 200
long range events, ran second in
the Senior eight-mile classic.
Knox, also representing SFAC,
was timed in 44:14. Veteran marathoner, Fred Kline won in 93:26,
running unattached.

UCLA, and Washington have
much larger seating arrangements. Spartan Stadium’s 17,000
stacks up with Oregon’s 20,000,
Oregon State’s 18,00, Washington
State’s 25,000, Idaho’s 17,000 and
Montana’s 15,00.
Men’s gymnasium with it 3,000
capacity is equal in size to those
at Stanford, UCLA, Oregon State,
Idaho, and Montana. Figures don’t
lie and therein lies the proof that
San Jose State’s enrollment and
athletic seating capacities compare favorably with at least half
of the PCC schools.
Membership in the five-state
conference would undoubtedly attract a continually high caliber of
athletes to Washington Square.
Certainly State could give as good
an account of itself as have Idaho
and Montana during their years
as "weak sisters" of the PCC.
Largo Crowds at PCC Games
Games with Coast Conference
schools, especially the California
members, would attract large
crowds here. Even if the Spartans
did have, losing seasons during
their first few years in, the conference, crowds would undoubtedly turn out to see the highly
publicized PCC teams.
Inclusion of State into the Conference in place of Montana for
example. would mean that there
would be five southern and five
northern members instead of the
present- four-six spilt. A better
and
minor
sports
basketball
schedule would result for the
Southern division.
San Jose’s membership is also
desirous frolic- th iiiid1æt of
travel. Six of the California and
Oregon schools are closer to San
Jose than they are to Missoula,
Montana. This would mean cutting down on traveling expenses
as well as less timelost in traveling.
The advantages are many. San
Jose State would have everything
to gain (and so would the Pacific
Coast confere.nceiIf the time comes When State
feels that it can no longer participate in the CCAA and the PCC
gives Montana a withdrawal notice, ,then let’s give serious thought
to the matter. It’s at least worth
a try, isn’t it ?

SARATOGA THEATER
TUES -WED.-THURS.
Cecil B. DeMille’s

"THE CRUSADERS"
with
Loretta Young, Henry Wilcoxon
Come out and try our
new theater
High Fidelity Sound Deluxe Seating
Phone Saratoga 2026

ELECTRIC SHAVER
Wes end Ssrwiess
1-Day
Manias

Portola Cleaners
Cleaning

Alterations
Repairs
WE GIVE
"S&H" GREEN STAMPS
Cash and Carry
346 E. WILLIAM

COL. 4675-W

Meek
Osarauteed

REMINGTON RAND,
RCN IOC Gail
SHAVEMASTER
Big luck at Parte
Mechanics Only
Trained

Mall Berries

a speessus

THE SHAVER SHOP
sa I. asata
Iksw Jesse is.

MIA
Cwile.
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’Spring Spread’
The WAA "Spring Spread’’ will be held at 4:30 this afternoon
at the barbecue pits near the women’s gym.
Plans for the celebration include a free hamburger bake, entertainment by an all-girl band, volleyball, softball, and the presentation
of WAA emblems by Leta Walter, president.
The evening’s activities will begin with the featured softball
game between the Woodpeckers
and the Gamma Flies. The teams
will play off a tie-game from the
round-robin tournament.

IAnnouncements I

SENIOR BALL COMMITTEE:
A win for the Woodpeckers will Meeting to pool all information
officially give them first place. If and materials, tomorrow, 10:30
the Gamma Flies win, the two a.m., Student Union.
learns will be tied for first.
ALPHA ETA SIGMA: Meeting
tonight, 7:30, room 127: Elections,
All WAA Members Invited
revision of constitution and passThe "Spread" is open to all ing out of shingles.
WAA members. Participation in
SILVER SABERS: Special
an WAA sponsored activity con- meeting tonight, 7:30, room B-63.
Walter
Miss
membership,
stitutes
Bring
assessment
Installation.
said.
money.
NOTICE: Treasurers of the fol"Five Feet Two" and "Just Beare two numbers the band lowing organizations come to the
is preparing for the afternoon. Graduate Manager’s office before
Members of the musical force in- Friday: Spartan Spears, Alpha
clude Mary flooton, Marianne Eta Sigma, Blue Key, Delta Theta
(let hard, Dot RIggiut, Jo Ingra- Omega, Delta Sigma Gamma,
Class of "50," Black
ham, Marilyn Dines, Irma Tourtli- Class of "52,"
Masqu e. Interfraternity, Iota
lott, and Barbara Chandler.
Delta Phi, Chi Pi Sigma, Tau
Music will he blown, beaten, Delta Phi, "30" Club, Alpha Phi
and strummed from such instru-, Omega, Student Y general fund.
malts as the ukelele, harmonica.
INTERNATIONAL RELAdrums, and washboard. The hand TIONS CLUB: Meeting tomorrow,
also hinted that they may have a 3:30 p.m., room 107. Election of
surprise in store for listeners.
officers.
STUDENT READERS: Any stu’Burger Bake Begins at...5:30
dent who would like to apply for I
The ’burger bake will be in
reading in the English department
progress from 5:30 to 6:30. Awards next fall should contact Mrs.
and entertainment will follow the
Waddington, room H-28, before
bake in that order.
Friday.
Later, volleyball ’will ,pe played
ALL PHELAN CONTEST ENin the Women’s gym. Committee
TRANTS: Please pick up your
chairmen for the event are: Bevmanuscripts at any time from this
Devin, food; Marianne Gothdate on. The manuscripts must
ard, entertainment; Bonnie Myers,
be picked up by Sept. 3, as they
soft hall; Irma Tourtillott, volley- shall not be kept after the ninth
ball; and Jo Ingraham, awards.
week Summer Session.
SENIORS: Please check the
bulletin board across from president’s office, north side of Morris
Dailey lobby, for all senior information.
ETA MU PI: Final meeting toElection of officers will highnight, 6:15, Lucca,, restaurant.
light the Academic Scholar meet Clara. Electibn of officers
tag to he held Wednesday after- Santa
for the comingTifift.
noon, according to Vincent CosWILDLIFE CONSERVATION
tanza, president of the group. CLUB: Meeting tonight, 7 p.m.,
Time and place of the’ meeting room S-112. Colored movie "Realm
will he announced today by Cos- of the Wild," plus two shorts.
tan/it.
Anyone interested is invited.
To be eligible for the organizaFLYING 20: Group planning to
tion, a student must have a 2.0 meet tonight, 7 p.m., in front of
grade average and 90 units of Journalism department. Followed
school work completed. Advisor by a social at Don Daley’s.
of the Academic Scholars is Dr.
BLUE
KEY
&
SPARTAN
Richard Dieckman, associate pro- SPEARS.... Ideet_in front Alf Stufeseor of mathematics.
dent Union today at 3:45 p.rn.
President Costanza indicated
sharp for transportation.
committee will be formed this
summer to .consider prospective
members. "There are 90 in the
organization at the present time,"
Cos t nza added:

Academic Group
To Elect Officers

Student Teachers,
Elect .Stephenton

IDP Picnic -Field
At Hearst Ranch
The old Hearst ranch in Pleasanton was the site of Iota Delta
Phi’s outing Sunday in honor of
the club’s graduating seniors.
Swimming, hiking, -tennis, pingpong and billiards were enjoyed
throughout the day followed by
a banquet and dancing in the
evening.
Approximately 30 club members
guests participated.
and
Honored seniors were Georgette
Paris. Rocky Stone Rose Fucile,
Carolyn Hackman, Carol Baumgartner. and Bill Ziegler.

Bibliophiles Hold
Annual Breakfast
Twenty-four students and
alumni of the Bibliophiles club
of San Jose State college attended the club’s annual, alumni
breakfast recently at the home
of Mrs. Madeleine Malovos - in
Los Altos.
A skit was presented by present members of the Bibliophiles
club. Taking part were: Shirley
Kirk, Mary Kay Essert, Barbara
Friar, Margaret Erikson. Lenora Vineenzine. and Betty Brown.

Steve Stephenson was elected
president of the California Student Teachers association Thursday evening at CSTA’s annual
picnic in’ Alum Rock park.
Sixty members of CSTA and
Kappa Delta Pi. education fraternity, attended the affair, according to ex -president Clyde Hewitt.
Audrey Ilachen was elected
vice president. Lorna Smith secretary, and Anahel Madsen treasurer.
Dick Cirigliano and Clyde Hewitt were chosen representatives at -large. Dr. Carl Rich. and Dr.
William Sweeney, CSTA advisers. and Dr. Lillian Billington,
patron of Kappa Delta Pi, attended.

SJSC Music Department:
Extends Open Invitation

T.,he fact Sheet on United States
Savings bonds, recently released
by the United States treasury,
lists a number of reasons why
FOR SALE
so many millions of Americans
FOR SALE: Used tuxedoes, exare purchasing United States
cellent condition. Reasonably
Savings bonds.
priced.
Better Used Garment
U. S. Savings bonds are the Shoppe, 42 E. William street,
safest investment in the world, phone Co1.9970-W.
because they’re the. obligations of
FOR SALE: 1947 Plymouth
the strongest nation in the world
--the United States of America. coupe. Tip top shape, everything
but the kitchen sink on it. 596
Prospective
purchasers
a r e S. Tenth. Bal. 8582.
urged to keep in mind the fact
MOVIE CAMERA: 8mm Eastthat bonds can always be reman Model 60, case and filters,
deemed and on an upward scale $65. Golf clubs: nine reg. Jones
of value, but never at a loss to irons, three reg. Jones woods,
the investor. In addition, they’re leather bag, $65. Golf shoes: worn
non -transferable, and can only be only once, size nine, $10. Stop
sold back to the Governmen. That watch: $10. 457 S. Ninth after
means that they’re not subject 3:30 p.m.
to changing market fluctuations.
FOR SALE: Good, fast, trans portation. Reasonable price. InImmediately Convertabie
The fact sheet also focuses at- dian motorcycle. 549 S. Ninth st.
ROOM AND BOARD: For sumtention on another important feature of U.S. Savings bonds-- mer school. Clean, comfortable
their reserve value, They’re al- quarters.’ Good food. 596 S. Tenth,
ways available when the going Bal. 8582.
ROOMS FOR RENT: All sumgets rough. Any bank will convert bonds into cash at a mom- mer. DTO house. 802 S. Third.
Call Bal. 6122.
ent’s notice.
ROOM AND BOARD: For colYou’re not only doing yourself
lege girls fall quarter, 429 N.
a favor when you purchase bonds,
Third. Phone Bal. 3763-R.
but you’re also helping the nation
TWO BLOCKS FROM COLas a whole. Your purchase of
LEGE: Rooms for four men for
bonds helps stabilize the national summer quarters, $10 a month
economy because they remove
each. 491 S. Seventh.
surplus funds from the spending
ROOMS FOR MEN: One and a
channels.
half blocks from college, $12.50 a
U. S. bonds are a direct invest- month. 426 S. Seventh.
ment in your country. And sales
GIRL: Wanted to share duplex
of bonds don’t increase the nat- with three other girls. See Evv
ional debt, as proceeds are used Bacon, 165 S. 17th.
to retire the less manageable
ROOMS FOR THE SUMMER:
debt held by banks, transferring kappa Alpha house, 506 S. Ninth.
it to individuals.
Contact house manager in afterCash can be lost or destroyed fioons. Bal. 8352.
WANTED
but such is not the case with U.S.
bonds. These securities are loss HEARD OF A VACANCY ? ???
proof. They will be replaced if $15 CASH REWARD: For information leading to rental of small
lost or destroyed.
Ownership of Series E bonds is apartment, furnished or unfurrestricted to indiViduals. who may nished, for couple. Mac McRobbie, ’
purchase up to $10,000 each year. Col. 1760-R.
A co-owner, or survivor, may be
designated. Series F and G. 12 year appreciation and current income bonds, respectively, may be
bought by individual and other
non -bank investors up to $100.Seniors will have today and to000 issue price, each year.
morrow to pick up tickets for
senior week activities according
Easy to Buy
And it’s easy to buy bonds. to George Link, senior class
They’re on sale at banks, post prexy. The deadline was moved
offices, building and loan asso- up so thit reservations could be
ciations, federal reserve banks entered at the earliest possible
and branches, local industries date.
maintaining payroll savings plans, Seniors wishing to attend Se
nd-a-Month bank 110 ans. alid–ior Day, Senior Beach day or the
other issuing agents.
must
present
Senior banquet
Series F and G are continugraduate fee receipts when they
reserve
federal
ously on sale at
go for tickets.
banks and branches, and at the
treasury department.
’
Tickets as well as Senior Ball
Like most everything else un- bids areavailable in the Graduder the sun, U.S. Savings bonds ate Manager’s office. Bids for the
are subject to federal income tax- Senior Ball are $2.40.
es, but are exempt from taxes
impiased by any state, federal
possessions, or cther local taxing
authority. Their value is not exempt from estate, inheritance,
gift . or other excise taxes,
Miss Florence Kellenberger is the
whether federal or state.
new secretary in charge of Part Time employment for men in the
Dean of Mens’ office.

Classified Ads

Actiyities Ticket
5tØ-MS-1i Soon

The music department invites
’faculty and oludents of San Jose
State college to attend a noon
recital Weciarsday at 12:30 in
room M-108.
Opening the program is Ibert’s
"Concerto" to be played by Katherine Fuller, flutist. This will be
followed by "Sonata No. 4 in D"
by Handel. which will be performed by Robin Graaskamp, violinist and Nettie Wqodward, pianist. Handel’s composition features "Larghet to," third movefourth
"A-Ilegro,"
ment,
and
movement.
.
(’arol Mosher, mezzo contralto,:.
will sing "When I have Sung My!:’
Songs" by Ernest Charles and,%.
"Homing" by Del Riego.
A quintet composed of Marjorie .
Kline, flutist, Karl Bruhn, obo-.
ist; Alice Blair, clarinetist; Jos-,..
eph Graves; bassoon player; and
Jack Russel, horn player; will;
play "Suite Modique," by Forsch.
Concluding selection of the
is Chausson ’ s
noon recital
"Poeme" played by violinist Warren van Bronkhorst, and Mary.
Sanfilipo, pianist.

Ray Paxton Wins
ng 20’ Meet
Ray Paxton took first peace
Sunday in an abbreviated air
meet sponsored by the ’Flying
20’ at Warm Springs airport.
Don Broadhurst was second and
Bob Clark, Chuck Cutting and
Lowell Grattan tied for third.’
The meet, originally scheduled
among the local group, Stanford
and San Mateo junior college,
was held between Flying 213 members meet judges and pilot spectators when it was learned the
two northern schools couldn’t
participate due to final exam restrictions.
Events and winners: ISO de degree spot landing: first, Ray
Paxton; second, Don firoadhurat;
third, Bill Kiel. 360 degree spot
landing: first, Bob (’lark; nevoid,
Ray Paxton; third, Maurice Richardnon.
Level
bombing:
first,
Chuck Cutting; second, Art Felt;
third, Maurice Richardson. Barrier landing: Mat, Lowell Grattan; second, Don !travels:stet;
third, Don Daley.
United Airline pilotsAft Felt
and Bob (’lark were participating
judges for the meet.

IRC Plans Election.
For Final Confab
International
The
Relations
club will hold its final meeting of
the quarter tomorrow at 3:30 in
room 107, Bob Martin, IRC vicepresklent, announced yeiley.
The meeting is being held to
elect new club officers for the
fall quarter. Martin urges all IRC
members to attend this meeting.

Mks Kelle.nberger
Changes Offices

Last Newman
’Meet Thursday

EAT the best

Miss Kellenberger was formerwith the rest
ly with the Veterans’ Affairs ofNewman club, San Rise State fice. She will he in this position
college Catholic youth organiza- until fall quarter.
tion, brings spring quarter activiMiss Alice Chapman, formerly
ties to a close with a social meet- in charge of Part -Time employing Thursday evening at 7:30, Joe ment, will be married this SatGarske, Newman president, re- urday at the Calvary Methodist
SAN CARLOS AND ALMADEN
ported today.
church.
Following a short business session, the evening will he devoted
to dancing and entertainment.
Facilities such as bowling, pingpong, and billiards will also be
On these hot days have your rag rugs
FRANKFURT.(UP) -- Dan- available to members and visitors,
and bedspreads washed at M & M
iel
F.
McCarthy,
22 -year -old Garske said.
LAUNDERETTE for that "just like new"
American veteran who wants to
become a German, was sentenced
look. And, while you’re at it, take adto eigth months in prison for
vantage of our excellent facilities for
entering Germany illegally.
your regular washing.
Judge Fred Cohn of the U. S.
Military Government court ruled
that McCarthy. son of a former
Photo Supplies - Finishing
member of the New York stock
477 So. Bascom
Col. 2267-M
excharige, must serve the senaI E. Serris Claws Urelbt
tence in the United States.

BAR-89 RIBS
$1.00

ANDREE’S

McCarthy Gets
Eight-Month Term

MORE LEISURE TIME

PAR PHOTO
SERVICE

M &M LAUNDERETTE

